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every six years, the fom institute amolf redefines its research program, at the occasion of the six-yearly 

evaluation of the institute by an international panel. in the past year, amolf’s scientific staff has worked 

intensely to define a strategic plan for the period 2011-2016. taking advantage of our existing scientific 

strengths and taking into account several external developments and opportunities, we have identified four 

novel closely related research programs in nanophotonics and biomolecular physics. they are described in 

detail in this document.

scientific developments are driven by the researchers who pursue them, and this document is therefore first of 

all a distillation of the input from amolf’s scientific group leaders and management team. it has also been 

shaped by advice given in the course of the years by amolf’s scientific advisory board. naturally, the contents 

of this strategic plan are also the result of fruitful discussions with the executive board of fom.

as the director of amolf, i am proud to present this new plan, which benefited from the input of so many, and 

i hereby want to thank everyone who has contributed to this plan for his/her time and effort. 

albert polman

Director

amsterdam, march 1, 2011

Preface
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The FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics (AMOLF), 

located in the Science Park Amsterdam, is one of the research 

laboratories of the Foundation for Fundamental Research on 

Matter (FOM), the physics division of the Dutch National Science 

Foundation (NWO). AMOLF employs about 130 researchers 

(16 group leaders, 100 PhD students and post docs and 15 guests) 

and 70 employees for technical and administrative support.

The mission of AMOLF is: to initiate and perform leading 
fundamental research on novel strategically important complex 
molecular and materials systems, in partnership with Dutch 
academia and industry.

As a FOM/NWO institute, AMOLF is a key instrument for FOM 

and NWO to reach their strategic goals. AMOLF has a distinctive 

role in the Dutch research landscape:

Initiate new research directions: It is the institute’s goal to 

initiate scientifi c research areas that are novel for the 

Netherlands and pursue these new areas at a scale and speed 

that cannot easily be realized at the Dutch universities. AMOLF 

carries out these new directions in strong collaboration with the 

Dutch Universities.

Talent spotting and training: Because of its scale, internal 

culture and high turnover of research topics and accompanying 

scientists, AMOLF serves as a unique breeding ground for 

talented young scientists that have the potential to become the 

new leaders in science.

Unique technical infrastructure: To carry out its research 

program, AMOLF maintains an extensive technical infrastructure 

that is unique in the Netherlands and worldwide. 

Point of contact for industry: Because of the major size of its 

research programs, AMOLF serves as an attractive point of 

contact for Dutch industry. 

AMOLF’s research program for the period 2011-2016 focuses on 

two main themes:

Nanophotonics, focusing on the achievement of spatio-temporal 

control of light at the smallest possible scale. It will lead to new 

ways to generate, guide, direct, focus, concentrate and slow down 

light, to control light at the quantum level and to explore the 

magnetic component of light. The nanophotonics research 

program inspires many possible applications in solid-state 

lighting, functional materials and devices, and advanced 

materials fabrication and characterization.

Executive summary

Physics of Biomolecular Systems, carried out within two 

programs: Molecular Biophysics and Systems Biophysics, 

aiming to obtain a fundamental, quantitative understanding of 

the physical processes that are at the basis of biomolecular 

interactions, and of the collective properties of cellular systems 

that build upon these interactions in a functional biological 

context. This work contributes to a fundamental understanding 

of the operational principles of living systems, with important 

applications in health and food, and inspires the design of novel 

functional materials and devices.

AMOLF will start a new program on Photovoltaics, embedded 

within the two main themes, focusing on novel nano-structuring 

strategies that lead to strongly enhanced light-matter interaction 

using photovoltaic semiconductor materials and hybrid 

(self-assembled) bio-molecular structures for light collection and 

charge separation. The goal of this program is to generate novel 

breakthrough energy conversion concepts that can be readily 

applied at a large scale.  

The activities on imaging mass spectrometry will not be 

continued at AMOLF. AMOLF will transfer this successful program 

to a biomedical environment where it can further grow and 

fl ourish.

To strengthen the links with the Dutch universities AMOLF will 

start a sabbatical program for academic guests from Dutch 

universities.
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This strategic plan describes AMOLF’s mission, its positioning in the Dutch research 

landscape, the goals for the coming years and it describes the measures the institute 

will take to realize these goals. 

Chapter 1 provides a perspective on the national and international context in which 

AMOLF fi nds its place. Chapter 2 gives an overview of internal and external factors that 

affect AMOLF’s strategy. It describes the institute’s choice of research programs for the 

coming years, and the national and international coordinating role that AMOLF plays 

within each theme. The strategy for knowledge transfer and industrial partnerships is 

also described. Chapters 3-5 describe the research programs. Chapter 6 describes the 

new research activity in photovoltaics that AMOLF plans to start. 

Chapters 7 and 8 describe the experimental facilities and technical and administration 

support necessary to carry out AMOLF’s research program. The budget and fi nancial 

plan for the coming years are described in Chapter 9. Detailed research programs are 

given in Appendices A, B and C.
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the institute for atomic and molecular physics (amolf), located 

in the science park amsterdam, is one of the three research 

laboratories of the foundation for fundamental research on 

matter (fom), which is part of the netherlands organization for 

scientific research (nWo). 

the mission of amolf is: to initiate and perform leading 
fundamental research on novel strategically important complex 
molecular and materials systems, in partnership with Dutch 
academia and industry.

amolf plays a special role in the Dutch research landscape. as a 

fom/nWo institute it is a key instrument for fom and nWo to 

reach their strategic goals. the strategic directions of amolf are 

thus closely linked to those of fom and nWo. 

the distinctive role of amolf within the Dutch research 

landscape is given by the following five elements: 

1. Initiate new research directions

it is the institute’s goal to initiate scientific research areas that 

are novel for the netherlands and pursue these new areas at a 

scale and speed that cannot easily be realized at the Dutch 

universities. amolf aims to set up national networks around 

these areas and to play a leading role within those networks. 

new research areas to be explored by amolf must be innovative 

and unexplored on the one hand, and must have the potential to 

strengthen the Dutch physics landscape on the other. 

to play this national initiating and coordinating role, close 

interaction with Dutch universities is essential. amolf has a 

large number of collaborations with Dutch universities through 

joint research projects, funded within national fom programs, 

industrial partnership programs and the nanonextnl program. 

all of amolf’s tenured group leaders are associated with a Dutch 

university as adjoint professor and many of them contribute to 

teaching programs. all of amolf’s phD students receive their 

phD degree from one of the associated universities. amolf offers 

masters’ projects for undergraduate students from all Dutch 

universities.

2. Talent spotting and training

new research areas at amolf are started by junior tenure track 

group leaders. amolf has a very good track record in spotting 

 1. Mission and context

and training future leaders in science. its scale, internal culture 

and the relatively high turnover of research topics provide a 

unique environment for talented young scientists. When 

research topics have matured, the group leader often moves 

towards a senior professorship at one of the Dutch universities, 

where the research can further flourish, enabling amolf to start 

new topics. in this sense, amolf effectively serves as a breeding 

room for the Dutch physics community both for new talent and 

for new research directions. at this moment amolf has 4 young 

tenure track group leaders.  

3. High-quality technical infrastructure

to initiate and carry out new research areas, amolf chooses to 

maintain an extensive technical infrastructure that is unique in 

its composition. it consists of a wide variety of shared state-of-

the-art labs and an extensive, highly professional staff of 

technical specialists providing the support that enables amolf 

to carry out new research directions at the world top-level.

4. Point of contact for industry

the netherlands has a large number of industrial companies 

active within the field of amolf’s mission. many of them have 

decreased their fundamental research activities in the past years. 

at the same time, industries have become more open towards 

external partners to acquire knowledge that is essential for their 

long-term strategic goals (“open innovation”). amolf is an 

attractive collaborator for industrial parties because the institute 

focuses on a flexible and limited number of fundamental 

research topics with a relatively large number of scientists. as a 

result, amolf carries out fundamental research in new research 

fields together with a wide array of companies, through contracts 

and partnership programs. 

5. International position and visibility

Besides this distinctive role in the Dutch context, amolf has a 

renowned position in the international research landscape. 

amolf is part of an extensive international network of collabo-

rators at universities and institutes worldwide (e.g. bio-circle 

with Heidelberg, paris and Dresden; muri with caltecH, 

stanford, Berkeley and Harvard; QuDos in australia). amolf’s 
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research program is at the heart of the european research 

agenda (era). amolf participates in several networks within the 

seventh framework program of the eu and in this way helps 

shape the era. since 2007, amolf is an offi cial eu training 

center for phD students in nano/bioscience. about 30% of 

amolfs phD students and nearly all postdocs come from abroad.

AMOLF and the new strategic plans of FOM 
and NWO

fom has recently published its strategic plan 2010-20151, in 

which it describes its coordinating role in the Dutch physics 

community. fom has defi ned several spear points for the coming 

years, and amolf plays a key role in at least four of them:

•   stimulation of high-quality fundamental research within 

seven main themes, among which physics of living systems and 

nanophysics/technology. 

1 topfysica midden in de wereld, fom/n strategic plan 2011-2015

• a signifi cant expansion of research on renewable energy.

• fundamental research partnerships with industry. 

•  “20 in 2020”, a program to increase the percentage of female 

senior scientifi c staff to 20% in 2020.

nWo has recently adopted a new strategic plan as well, for the 

years 2011-20142, with six spear points. amolf plays a key role in 

three of these:

•   the stimulation of six main scientifi c themes that are all 

driven by societal problems, among which are health, renewable 

energy and materials;

•   increased emphasis on contributing to the Dutch knowledge 

economy by stimulating academic-industrial partnerships in 

fundamental research;

•   a strengthening of the national coordinating role of fom/ 

nWo’s institutes and further strengthening of collaboration 

between institutes and universities.

2 groeien met kennis, nWo strategic plan 2011-2014

New building of AMOLF, opened in 2010
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2.1 Internal and external analysis

an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

was made by amolf’s management, leading to the following 

main insights.

 
Science at AMOLF: internal perspective

•  amolf’s scientific staff has an excellent track record and a 

strong international visibility, given the number of 

publications in (high-impact) journals, citation analyses and 

number of invited talks at international conferences.

•  amolf is successful in attracting funds through national and 

international funding competitions and from industry, given 

the large amount of external funding (7-8 mb) acquired every 

year.

•  amolf has a strong culture of internal collaboration between 

its research groups. at the same time, the two main research 

themes of amolf address quite different scientific questions, 

so that stimulating interaction between the two themes is a 

continuous challenge.

•  amolf has an excellent track record in spotting and 

attracting young scientists with high potential, and in training 

them to the group leader level via a tenure track system.

•  phD students at amolf receive a high level of training due to 

direct supervision by their group leader.

•  the average duration of a phD-project at amolf is 4 years and 

7 months. this is comparable with the average duration 

within fom, but is 7 months too long compared to the 

nominal time of 4 years.

 
Science at AMOLF: external perspective

•  the high quality and strong focus of its research program 

makes amolf an attractive partner for academic and 

industrial collaborators in the netherlands and abroad. 

•  Biophysics and nanoscience are broad and thriving fields with 

several large players in the netherlands. this asks for a clear 

positioning of amolf’s research program.

•  our society asks for novel means to realize a durable and 

renewable energy supply. fom wishes to expand its actvities 

in energy research. 

•  Due to the economic recession, the competition for research 

funds will likely increase in the coming years.

•  Due to the economic recession, more students are interested 

in pursuing an academic career, leading to a larger influx of 

good students. 

 2.  Internal and external analysis, research 
strategy

•  the science park amsterdam is undergoing a major change, 

with the opening of the science department of the university 

of amsterdam and the amsterdam university college. this 

expansion leads to new opportunities for collaboration in 

teaching and research projects as well as exchange of 

students.

Organization & management

•  the relatively small scale of amolf allows for a flat and 

flexible organizational structure and consequently a flexible 

and multidisciplinary research policy.

•  amolf has a well defined governance structure, which 

enables an efficient and harmonious decision making process.

•  amolf consistently acquires more funding through externally 

funded projects than its base “mission budget” (the ratio of 

external: mission funding is 55% : 45%). the large number of 

external projects results in a large administrative burden for 

the institute. also, there is a growing demand for detailed 

financial accountability in the administration of programs and 

projects. in a small organization such as amolf it is difficult 

to maintain a professional support staff to fulfill these 

demands.

•  external funding covers part of the “base” infrastructure of 

amolf (group leaders and research technicians) so that 

fluctuations in external funding make amolf financially 

vulnerable.

•  the permanent staff of amolf is relatively small (only 16 fte, 

including tenure track group leaders), just at the critical mass 

required to perform the desired (external)) organizational 

tasks. 

Technical support and laboratory infrastructure

•  amolf has well equipped technical support divisions, as well 

as group technicians that are directly linked to the research 

groups.

•  amolf has a brand new, appealing building with an excellent 

lab infrastructure.

•  the new building requires substantially higher costs for 

maintenance (service contracts) and electricity.

2.3 Strategic choices

Based on amolf’s mission and on the external and internal 

analyses in 2.1 and 2.2 the following strategic choices are made, 
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that will direct amolf’s course in the coming years.

Choice of research programs

in the past years, we have established substantial, focused, and 

internationally visible research programs within two main 

themes: Nanophotonics and the Physics of Biomolecular 
Systems. these themes are at the heart of fom and nWo’s 

strategy, provide a wealth of scientific opportunities, and have 

great potential for applications. in the coming five years, we will 

develop three research programs within these themes, focusing 

on new scientific challenges, new opportunities for applications, 

as well as opportunities for fruitful integration of our two lines of 

expertise. the three programs are: Nanophotonics, Molecular 
Biophysics, and Systems Biophysics.

1. Nanophotonics

the central aim of the nanophotonics program is the control of 

light at length scales (much) smaller than its wavelength. in the 

past 5 years, this field has benefited from extraordinary 

developments in the control over the fabrication of materials at 

the nanoscale, bringing within reach optical experiments at the 

true nanoscale, sometimes involving only a single atom or 

quantum dot. also in the time domain, the regime of only a few 

optical cycles has become within reach. these developments, 

together with breakthroughs in theoretical understanding 

developed in the past years, inspire a research program for the 

coming 6 years focusing on spatio-temporal control of light at 

the extreme limits. it will lead to new ways to generate, guide, 

direct, focus, concentrate and slow down light, to control light at 

the quantum level, and to explore the magnetic component of 

light. the new nanophotonics research program has many 

possible applications in solid-state lighting, functional materials 

and devices, and will be carried out in collaboration with several 

industrial partners, including philips, fei and shell.

2. Molecular Biophysics 

in our molecular Biophysics program, we will focus on the 

fundamentals of how bio-molecules interact in their relevant 

complex context. the development of new ultrafast spectro-

scopic techniques makes it now possible to study nano-scale 

molecular interactions within integrated complex biomolecular 

systems consisting of proteins, membranes and surrounding 

water layers. in combination with force probes, multi-component 

or multi-bond molecular interactions can be studied at all 

relevant time scales. at the interface with the systems 

Biophysics program, we will investigate the use of controllable 

molecular interactions for the design of bio-inspired 

self-assembling materials. at the interface with the nanopho-

tonics program we will develop strategies for the design of new 

photovoltaic materials. the program is a natural point of contact 

for industrial users in this research field including unilever, 

Danone and Wetsus.

3. Systems Biophysics 

in our systems Biophysics program, we will pursue the quanti-

tative, systems-level investigation of functional cellular modules. 

following tremendous progress in the biophysical study of single 

molecules, an important challenge for the future lies in the 

combined experimental/theoretical study of multi-component 

systems that dictate the functional behavior of living cells. at 

amolf we will focus on active cytoskeletal materials and 

biochemical regulation networks and the interplay between 

them. In vitro techniques have now arrived at a level where 

multiple cellular modules (both mechanical components and 

regulation networks) can be reconstituted simultaneously in 

relevant cellular geometries. in addition, the properties of 

regulation networks can be unraveled in model systems using 

genetic engineering, advanced microscopic techniques, and 

computer modeling. a physics-based, bottom-up approach to 

cellular modules contributes to the quickly developing field of 

systems biology, with expected breakthroughs in the areas of 

health, food, and the design of new materials. this program 

heavily relies on the close interaction between theoretical and 

experimental groups at amolf and is carried out in strong 

collaboration with biology groups worldwide. 

National position

the three focused research programs described above concern 

important new topics that are not investigated elsewhere in the 

netherlands at such a large scale. the strong focus and high 

degree of collaboration within each program will result in 

high-quality research that is highly visible on a national and 

worldwide scale. through national collaboration and coordi-

nation the three topics will gain further strength. furthermore, 

these programs serve as natural points of contacts for industrial 

users in these three research fields. the nanophotonics program 

is the only major program in the netherlands that studies 

fundamental and applied aspects of nanophotonics. the 

molecular biophysics program is the only program in the 

netherlands that addresses interactions between biomolecules 
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and their surroundings (water, other 

biomolecules) for biomolecular 

functionality, connecting local, ultrafast 

molecular fl uctuations with the much 

slower mesoscopic biological function. 

the systems Biophysics program is the 

only major physics program in the 

netherlands that studies the systems-

level aspects of functional cellular 

modules, and is complementary to the 

successful growing efforts in (single-

molecule) biophysics at Dutch univer-

sities.

New program: Photovoltaics 

the novel insights and build-up of 

expertise described above in nanopho-

tonics and the physics of Biomolecular 

systems together with amolf’s ambition 

to contribute to solving societal problems, 

inspired amolf to start a new research 

program: photovoltaics. the novel insights 

in light concentration at the nanoscale, 

the extensive experience built up in 

probing carrier dynamics in complex 

nanostructures, as well as the growing 

expertise in bio-molecular self-assembly 

form the basis of a new research program 

in light trapping and carrier collection in 

nano/bio-photovoltaic cells. this program 

will focus on novel nano-structuring 

strategies that lead to strongly enhanced 

light-matter interaction, and application 

of these strategies using highly-effi cient 

photovoltaic semiconductor layers and hybrid (self-assembled) 

bio-molecular structures for light collection and charge 

separation. the goal of this program is to generate breakthrough 

energy conversion concepts that can be readily applied at a large 

scale. With the new program in photovoltaics amolf will become 

in summary, in the period 2011-2016 amolf will carry out research in three strongly interlinked 

programs:

1. Nanophotonics, focusing on spatio-temporal control of light at the extreme limits.

2.  Molecular Biophysics, addressing biomolecular interactions and the design of bio-inspired 

self-assembling materials.

3. Systems Biophysics, addressing the systems aspects of functional cellular modules.

in addition, amolf will start a new program on:

Photovoltaics, focusing on strongly enhanced light-matter interaction in novel semiconductor 

nanomaterials and geometries.

Nanophotonics Biomolecular physics

Nano Photonics

L. Kuipers

Focus Group
Photovoltaics
A. Polman

Biomolecular Interactions

H.J. Bakker

Systems biophysics

M. Dogterom

Biological Soft Matter

G.H. Koenderink 

Theory of Biomolecular 
Matter

B.M. Mulder

Biochemical Networks

P.R. ten Wolde

Systems Biology

T. Shimizu

Ultrafast Spectroscopy

H.J. Bakker

Biosurface Spectroscopy

M. Bonn

Supramolecular 
Interactions

M.E. Leunissen

Biomolecular Imaging

R.M.A. Heeren

Nano Optics

L. Kuipers

Ultra-thin solar cells

N.N.

Photonic Materials

A. Polman

Plasmonic-excitonic
solar sells

N.N.

Surface Photonics

J. Gómez Rivas

Self-assembled
solar cells

N.N.

Photon Scattering
A. Lagendijk

Resonant Nanophotonics

A.F. Koenderink

Vacancy

Bio-assembly and 
Organisation

M. Dogterom

Biophysics

S.J. Tans
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a focal point for fundamental research on photovoltaic materials 

and devices; the research will be coordinated with the activities 

of fom’s new energy institute in eindhoven and will be carried 

out with several partners in the netherlands, including the 

netherlands energy research center (ecn).

the organization schedule above indicates how the present 

research groups contribute to the three main programs in 

nanophotonics and physics of Biomolecular systems. the new 

group leaders in photovoltaics are also incorporated within this 

diagram.

Strategic actions

amolf has a base budget to finance the infrastructure needed to 

carry out these research programs. in addition, amolf group 

leaders will submit research proposals to acquire funding for 

phD students, post-docs and research equipment and materials. 

amolf will take the lead in starting large national initiatives in 

the area of its three main programs together with Dutch univer-

sities. in addition, several specific actions will be taken:

a. Initiate new networks and establish new  
collaborations

the successful collaboration with philips research, with one of 

amolf´s groups stationed at the philips campus, will be 

continued through the new industrial partnership program (ipp) 

Improved solid state light sources. amolf will discuss with fei the 

option to renew the successful ongoing ipp on nanofabrication 

and with shell the option to renew the ipp program on wave 

scattering. amolf will draft a proposal for an ipp with unilever 

on molecular aspects of food and will carry out an industrial 

partnership program (ipp) with Wetsus on molecular aspects of 

water. also, a proposal will be submitted to start a formal 

collaboration with the max planck institute of molecular 

physiology (Dortmund) on cytoskeleton-membrane dynamics.

b. Start a new research program on photovoltaics

amolf will hire three new tenure-track group leaders in this 

new direction. a research proposal for a focus group, entitled 

Light management in new photovoltaic materials has been awarded 

by fom that enables the start of this new program. additional 

funding for this program will be acquired through proposals to 

fom, nWo, eu and industrial partners. starting this new line of 

research provides the opportunity to increase the group leader 

staff of amolf from 16 to 19, which is desired to enhance the 

organizational and coordinating strength of amolf.

c. Strengthen main research programs

to strengthen the nanophotonics program the present group 

leader vacancy will be filled with a tenure-track group leader 

who will start a research group that will expand the scope of the 

nanophotonics program towards opto-mechanics, opto-fluidics 

and /or quantum optics. to further strengthen the materials 

science aspects of the molecular biophysics program, amolf has 

hired a new group leader, Dr. m.e. leunissen, who has started a 

research group on supramolecular interactions in January 2011.

d. Transfer activities on imaging mass spectrometry

the successful activities on imaging mass spectrometry will not 

be continued at amolf. this technology has a large potential for 

biomedical applications and to explore this further it is better 

carried out in a biomedical environment. this is in line with the 

institute’s tradition that successful research directions that have 

scientifically matured are stimulated to be continued elsewhere, 

where they further flourish. Discussion with possible host 

institutions for the imaging mass spectrometry activity are 

presently being held.

e. Establish a sabbatical program for Dutch universities

to further strengthen the links with the Dutch universities 

amolf will start a sabbatical program for academic guests from 

Dutch universities. staff members from the universities will be 

offered a guest position at amolf for a duration ranging from 

several months to one year, either on a full-time or part-time 

basis. 

f. Reduce the average duration of a PhD-project 

amolf will develop instruments, in collaboration with fom, to 

intensify the monitoring of phD-projects, to minimize delays in 

the completion of phD projects.

g. Invest further in the level of professionalism of 
administrative support

amolf will fulfill crucial positions within the administrative 

support at a higher level. this will reduce the workload of 

scientific group leaders and will enable to fulfill the increased 

demands of financial accountability. 

h. Commit to the “20 in 2020” program of FOM

amolf has always actively pursued a balanced male/female 

ratio in its research staff (presently, 33 % of amolf’s research 

staff is female). amolf aims to further increase this number, and 

in particular to raise the number of female scientific group 

leaders.
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Controlling light at the nanoscale

light inspires a profound fascination and is simultaneously of 

crucial importance in modern society. firstly, it determines how 

we perceive the world around us and gives color to our life. 

secondly, many aspects of our lives are affected by light and our 

control over it: we use the internet that is based on the high 

inherent bandwidth of optical communication (a fact recognized 

with the award of the 2009 nobel prize in physics to charles K. 

cao), we optically record vast amounts of data on DVDs, our 

homes are artificially lighted and we use light from the sun for 

the generation of sustainable energy.

controlling light is therefore paramount. the degree of optical 

control that is achievable is limited by the wave nature of light. 

With conventional optical components and naturally occurring 

materials, light can only be effectively manipulated on length 

scales that are larger than its wavelength. for many applications 

of light this limitation does not pose a problem. recently, 

however, it is being realized that highly intriguing novel physical 

phenomena would become observable if we could control light 

on a scale well below its wavelength. control over light at such 

small length scales will also enable many applications that have 

never been foreseen.

this program aims to achieve control over light at the nanoscale, 

i.e., up to 10-100 times smaller than the wavelength of visible 

light. this control of light is achieved with artificial 

nanostructures through an intricate interplay between nano- 

geometry and material properties. as a result we will engineer 

the flow of light in ways that are impossible to achieve with 

regular materials.

Goal and ambition

in 2005 the center for nanophotonics was established at amolf. 

in the past 5 years the number of researchers that work together 

in nanophotonics has grown to a total of approximately 45, now 

forming the largest concentration of nanophotonics research in 

the netherlands and one of the largest nanophotonics centers in 

the world. the research goal of the center is:

“to manipulate light at length scales well below its wavelength 

and thereby achieve maximal control of emission, propagation 

and collection of light in photonic nanostructures and to transfer 

 3. Nanophotonics

the fundamental insights from these studies to the design of 

functional materials and devices.”

 
Research program

maximal control of light requires a profound understanding of all 

the fundamental aspects of light at the nanoscale. the close 

links established between the center and industrial partners will 

be key to transfer the knowledge towards applications. the 

research program is grouped in five inter-related projects (see 

appendix a for further details):

•  Quantum optics in nanoscale complex media

  control over the generation and absorption of quantum light 

is usually obtained using the ultra-narrow band confined 

modes that are the paradigm of cavity QeD. as photonics is 

shrunk to the nanoscale, the possibility of strong light-matter 

interaction outside the paradigms of cavity QeD comes into 

view, on the basis of plasmonic, complex nanophotonic 

systems. We will pursue plasmon antennas and plasmonic 

resonators to provide an efficient interface between single 

photons and single quantum systems that act as sources and 

sinks.  We will use our studies of emission, absorption, lasing, 

and resonant photon energy transfer to obtain a new 

understanding of quantum optics in complex nanophotonic 

systems that generally do not have a discrete spectrum of 

confined modes. We anticipate that a broad bandwidth, 

control over spatial coherence, and large local field strengths 

that result in highly enhanced emission rates make these 

structures ideally suited for quantum optics circuitry.  

•  Optical magnetism 

  the optical properties of `metamaterials’ with deep subwave-

length features can be controlled by tailoring both the electric 

and magnetic properties of constituent photonic atoms. 

indeed, the realization that nanoscale structures can respond 

to the magnetic component of light, has spurred the pursuit 

of negative-index media and transformation optics. We will 

pursue novel geometries based on plasmon waveguide arrays 

to realize these concepts at unprecedented uV/blue 

frequencies and enabling realization of the “perfect lens” 

proposed by pendry. magnetic photonic atoms have cross 

sections and polarizabilities that are comparable in magnitude 

to those of plasmon scatterers, i.e., far in excess of their 

physical area and volume. We will unite the magnetic 
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photonic atoms with the rich toolbox of coupled plasmonic 

systems to obtain strongly scattering antennas and optical 

nanocircuits with unprecedented magneto-electric 

interactions. near-fi eld microscopy to map the electric and 

magnetic vector components on the nanoscale will allow us to 

obtain quantitative insight in the interactions in the electric-

electric, magnetic-magnetic and magneto-electric 

interactions.

•  Light structuring

  converting a light beam incident from the far fi eld to a 

spatially structured light fi eld with nanoscale confi nement of 

energy density is of major interest to optimize light-matter 

interaction in sensors, enhanced microscopy techniques, 

nonlinear optics, or to probe inside opaque media.  We will 

pursue nanostructured light fi elds in two ways: fi rstly, we will 

design and characterize nano-patterned substrates in which 

collective interactions between plasmon resonators create 

strongly enhanced fi elds. systems studied will include 

extended lattices with surface lattice resonance, as well as 

nanoscale antennas for plasmon-enhanced single-molecule 

microscopy. in a second approach, we will use wave front 

shaping to obtain spatial and temporal localization of light 

fi elds. this approach not only allows to programmably focus 

light inside designer structures; it also makes it possible to 

focus inside structures with intentional and unintentional 

disorder. thereby, wavefront shaping will give new insights in 

the impact of disorder on photonic structures, and promises 

fault-tolerant designs.

•  Ultrafast nonlinear optics at the nanoscale

  photonic nanostructures have unique properties to enhance 

nonlinear phenomena. firstly, the large fi eld enhancements 

achievable with photonic nanostructures support appreciable 

Optical metamaterial
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nonlinear optical responses at only moderate input 

intensities. secondly, the dispersion of the structure can be 

controlled through its nanogeometry. combining both 

features we will induce all-optical switching of light or surface 

plasmons in nanostructures. three exciting prospects are the 

switching of surface plasmon polaritons (spps) with spps, 

ultrafast control of semiconductor plasmons, and the 

self-induced switching by ultrashort pulses. the latter will be 

adapted to achieve optical bistability at the nanoscale. 

exploiting nonlinear frequency conversion enables full 

coherent control of optical fi elds at the nanoscale. ultrafast 

control of the photonic eigenmodes induces adiabatic 

frequency shifts of the light in those modes. a number of 

solitonic optical objects have been predicted to exist and will 

be pursued experimentally. parametric downconversion will 

be used to produce entangled photons in nanoconfi ned modes 

that could form the basis of optical, nanoscale quantum 

circuitry.

•  Light harvesting

  effi cient coupling of light from the macroscopic world to the 

nanoscale is critical throughout nanophotonics. light 

harvesting aims to optimize photonic nanostructures to 

maximize the spectral bandwidth and to optimize the angular 

acceptance of the coupling. light harvesting is essential to 

optimize the coupling and trapping of light in solar cells. light 

harvesting also allows the fabrication of perfect absorbers. for 

the optical excitation of localized quantum systems such as 

quantum dots or quantum wells a careful balance between 

spatial selectivity, spectral bandwidth and angular acceptance 

needs to be found. We will use a variety of harvesting 

strategies ranging from the scattering properties of resonant 

coupled plasmonic nanoparticles to adiabatically tapered 

semiconductor nanowires.

•  New research area

  to explore new topics that may later grow into a new research 

direction of amolf we plan to start a new group on a research 

topic that has close ties with nanophotonics and at the same 

time brings in new areas of expertise. as a possible direction 

we consider the fi eld of opto-mechanics that is presently 

coming up worldwide. the interaction between light and 

mechanical motion is extremely fascinating and involves new 

physics and applications that bring together the quantum 

world, the nanoscale and the gHz frequency domain. initial 

experiments on plasmonic nanomechanics are already 

ongoing in our lab. With its unique infrastructure in photonics 

amolf can play a key initiating role in this research fi eld that 

is entirely unexplored in the netherlands. another interesting 

research fi eld that will be explored to strengthen the 

nanophotonics program is opto-fl uidics.

the nanophotonics research program builds on an excellent 

infrastructure that has been built up at amolf in the past years, 

that includes the amsterdam nanocenter cleanroom that is 

specifi cally equipped with nanophotonics tools (nWo large 

investment grant 2007, nWo “Dynamiseringsimpuls 2010”). in 

addition, a unique array of laboratories with laser, imaging and 

spectroscopy facilities is available.

External relations and collaborations

our work is carried out in close collaboration with academic and 

industrial partners in the netherlands and abroad. these 

collaborations include formal joint research programs as well as 

many informal relations with research partners world-wide. 

Within the netherlands, we are part of a nanoscience/technology 

research community that includes research groups at Dutch 

universities and institutes, and is represented within fom by the 

subfi eld “nanoscience/technology”. our main activities in this 

community, as well as our national and international collabo-

rations are summarized below.

National

the  center for nanophotonics provides  a focal point for 

nanophotonics research in the netherlands by coordinating 

nearly all large national research programs related to nanopho-

tonics. We initiated and coordinate the fom program Plasmonics 

(2007-2012), with partners from the universities of utrecht, 

Amsterdam nanoCenter cleanroom
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leiden, and Delft, the fom program Photons in complex media 

(2008-2013), with partners from the universities of twente and 

leiden, and the fom program Nanophotovoltaics (2009-2013). We 

lead the program Functional nanophotonics in the nanonextnl 

program (2010-2015) and participate in three other nanonextnl 

programs: Active nanophotonic devices, Nano-inspection and charac-

terization, and Effi cient generation of sustainable energy.

the structures required for our research program are fabricated 

at the amsterdam nanocenter. this amolf cleanroom facility for 

nanofabrication and characterization acts as a regional facility 

for users from the university of amsterdam, the free university 

of amsterdam, utrecht university and a number of external 

business users.

amolf is represented in the nanoscience/technology advisory 

Board of fom, the program Board of the ipp Joint Solar Program, 

the executive Board of the smartmix program Memphis and the 

executive Board of the nanonextnl program. close ties of the 

center for nanophotonics to Dutch universities are ensured by 

the adjoint professorships of four of its group leaders: university 

of twente (Kuipers), utrecht (polman), amsterdam (lagendijk) 

and eindhoven (gómez rivas).

International

photonics is a growing research area in europe. this is also 

visible in the establishment of a sub-directorate on photonics for 

the framework programs of the eu. amolf is one of the founding 

members of the european nanophotonics association, which 

aims to promote the nanophotonics research agenda through the 

photonics 21 initiative. amolf will also participate in a foresight 

conference to focus the european research effort in the fi eld of 

nanophotonics. the center for nanophotonics is an international 

member of a “multi-university research initiative (muri)” 

nanophotonics network in the united states, which includes the 

california institute of technology (caltecH), stanford university, 

Berkeley university and Harvard university. an exchange 

agreement exists with caltecH through which phD students 

pay visits to the partner institute on a regular basis.

Industrial collaborations

the center for nanophotonics has collaborations with a large 

number of companies. most notable is the industrial partnership 

program (ipp) with philips on Improved solid-state light sources 

(2010-2014), through which the group of gómez rivas is stationed 

at philips research. this program forms the basis of a unique 

collaboration between the center for nanophotonics and philips. 

the center also participates in an ipp program Microscopy and 

modifi cation of nano-structures with focused electron and ion beams 

(2007-2011) with fei, to exploit fei’s nanofabrication instruments 

to fabricate state-of-the-art nanophotonic structures and to 

challenge their instruments with the unique demands of 

nanophotonics. in addition, the center participates in the 

smartmix program Merging electronics and micro and nano-photonics 

in integrated systems (mempHis, 2007-2011), sponsored by the 

ministry of economic affairs, in which 28 partners from both 

industry and academia collaborate on integrated optical devices. 

Within the four nanonextnl programs in which we participate, 

we collaborate within nXp and philips on functional materials 

and devices, and with fei on advanced characterization of 

nanostructures. Within the fom-shell ipp program Innovative 

physics for oil and gas we collaborate with the ecole normale 

superieure (paris) on phase control of waves propagating through 

complex media.

Personnel

the size of the Nanophotonics research program will be around 

47 fte in 2011: 4 scientifi c group leaders (Kuipers, polman, 

lagendijk, gómez rivas), 2 project leaders (f. Koenderink, 

1 vacancy), 5 group technicians (3 cleanroom and 2 microscopy-

support), 18 ph.D. students, 10 post-docs, 5 undergraduate 

students and 3 guests. 

Total researchers

group leaders 4

project leaders 2

phD students 18

post-docs 10

undergraduate students 5

guests 3

group technicians 5

Total 47
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Life at the molecular scale

living organisms employ complex molecular interaction 

mechanisms in practically all their functions. these molecular 

mechanisms rely on an intricate interplay of chemical and 

physical interactions in which collective processes like molecular 

self-organization often play an important role. examples are the 

folding of proteins, the formation of membrane lipid bilayers, the 

formation of a viral protein capsid, and the formation of the Dna 

double helix. Water also plays an important role in these 

processes. Water not only provides the medium that stimulates 

the hydrophobic interaction, i.e. the clustering of hydrophobic 

groups driving e.g. protein folding, but water molecules also 

actively participate in particular in processes in which protons 

are to be transported along a molecular structure or through a 

membrane. 

at present, a large body of knowledge exists on the molecular 

composition and static structure of biomolecular complexes like 

Dna, proteins and membranes. However, our understanding of 

the dynamics of these complexes has by far not reached the 

same level of sophistication. yet it is increasingly realized that 

detailed knowledge of these dynamics is essential to understand 

the working mechanisms. for instance, the functioning of a 

protein often involves several conformational transitions 

between distinct structural states. these transitions occur over 

widely different time and length scales, and can be driven by 

thermal excitation of low-frequency modes in the protein, by 

environmental fl uctuations, such as spatial and temporal 

variations in protein hydration, or by specifi c multi-bond 

interactions with other (bio)molecules. the functioning of 

proteins and other biomolecular systems is therefore a subtle 

function of their structure, their intrinsic conformational 

changes, and the interaction with their direct surroundings. 

Goal and ambition

the ultimate goal of our research is to understand the 

connection between molecular-scale interactions and the 

mesoscopic functioning of biomolecular complexes. this 

certainly is a very ambitious goal, as most biomolecular 

processes involve a large range of relevant time scales and rely 

on the interaction of many molecular components like water, 

lipids, ions, and proteins. in particular the connection between 
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Laser laboratory
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local, ultrafast molecular fluctuations and the often much slower 

mesoscopic biological function presents a major challenge. 

therefore, a detailed understanding of the working mechanism 

can only be achieved if the studied system is probed with 

complimentary techniques that probe the complex on different 

time and length scales. 

our ambition for the coming years is to obtain a detailed 

understanding of selected biomolecular complexes by studying 

these complexes with a unique combination of experimental 

techniques. in recent years we have developed new ultrafast 

non-linear spectroscopic techniques, mass-spectrometry 

techniques, and single-molecule force probes such as optical 

tweezers. in the coming years we intend to use these techniques 

in a combined study of the working mechanisms of the 

functional mechanism of anti-freeze proteins, the activation of 

oxytocine, the functioning of the chaperones trigger factor and 

Heat-shock protein, the operation mechanism of the membrane 

protein mechano-sensitive-channel of large conductance (mscl), 

and the formation of amyloid aggregates. We expect that the 

elucidation of the functional mechanisms of these biomolecular 

complexes and, more general, the information obtained on the 

molecular-scale interactions between proteins, lipids, sugars, 

Dna and water, will contribute to future breakthroughs in other 

disciplines like medicine, conservation of food, the design of 

bio-materials, and the production of (bio-)energy. 

Research program 

the research program comprises six research topics. in appendix 

B we give a detailed description of our future plans within each 

of these six topics. the research plans are summarized below:

•  The functional interplay between proteins and water 

  it is increasingly realized that proteins, membranes and the 

surrounding water layers form an integrated complex system. 

We will study the influence of biomolecules on their aqueous 

environment, in particular for systems for which this 

influence is an essential part of their biological function, like 

anti-freeze proteins and membrane protein water channels. 

this study will be performed with advanced (nonlinear) 

spectroscopic techniques and dielectric relaxation 

spectroscopy.

•  The role of ions and co-solutes 

  it is well known that ions and sugars have a profound effect 

on the spatial conformation of biomolecular systems, but the 

molecular mechanisms underlying these effects are poorly 

understood. ions can affect the conformation by binding 

directly to the protein, thereby exerting strong local electric 

fields, or by changing the structure and dynamics of the 

solvating water. it is even possible that a combination of these 

effects is at play. We will study the influence of ions and 

sugars on the conformation of proteins with nonlinear 

femtosecond spectroscopy, ion-mobility spectrometry 

combined with mass spectrometry, and optical tweezer single 

molecule force probes. 

•  The working mechanism of chaperones 

  many proteins require other proteins called chaperones to 

properly fold into their functional form. for most chaperones 

it is unclear whether their working mechanism is based on 

the prevention of aggregation, the prevention of misfolding, or 

rather the acceleration of folding transitions. We will measure 

length changes of individual folding transitions, their 

lifetimes and resistance to force, at the level of individual 

proteins using optical tweezers. using this approach we will 

study how protein folding pathways are affected by the 

chaperones trigger factor and Heat–shock protein. We will 

also study chaperone systems groel/groes/Hsp60-90 and 

related folding systems with high-resolution mass 

spectroscopy and ion mobility spectrometry in combination 

with mass spectroscopy

•  Membrane functional dynamics 

  membranes are highly selective in transporting particular 

molecules and ions, and form the scaffold for complex 

functional protein systems that for instance govern the 

energy storage and conversion of cells. We will study the 

working mechanism of the membrane-bound mechano-

sensitive-channel of large conductance (mscl) protein. We will 

monitor the dynamics of the lipid molecules constituting the 

lipid bilayer, the protein embedded in the bilayer, and the 

membrane-bound water, over an extremely large dynamic 

time range, from 100 femtoseconds to milliseconds, using 

nonlinear femtosecond spectroscopic techniques. thereby we 

aim to connect the fluctuations of hydrogen bonds on 

ultrafast time scales with the much slower functional time 

scale of the opening of the membrane channel. 
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•  Multi-bond interactions in biomolecules and 
materials 

  the interactions within biomolecules and between biomol-

ecules involve the formation of multiple concurrent weak 

bonds. these multi-bond interactions have properties that are 

fundamentally different from those of ‘single bond’ systems. 

the cooperativity of multiple weak bonds, the role of dynamic 

bond breakage and reformation and the influence of 

large-scale thermal fluctuations are poorly understood. We 

will study the properties of these multi-bond interactions 

using Dna fragments as a model system with optical tweezer 

force probes and femtosecond spectroscopic techniques. 

•  Bio-materials 

  many proteins aggregate in ordered fibrillar aggregates that 

are known as amyloids. amyloid formation plays a role in 

severe neurodegenerative diseases like alzheimer’s disease, 

but can also be employed to form protein-based functional 

materials. using a combination of nonlinear optical 

microscopy, ion mobility spectrometry/mass spectroscopy, 

and microrheology we will study the relationship between the 

(supra)molecular structure of amyloids and their microme-

chanical rheological properties. We will also explore the 

possibility of steering the spontaneous self-organization of 

particles and other objects into higher-order structures using 

specific biologically inspired binding groups. in this way, one 

can create novel nanomaterials and functionally integrated 

systems for e.g. bio-sensing or (photovoltaic) energy 

production.

Internal relations

the proposed research will be carried out in close cooperation 

with the research groups participating in the nanophotonics and 

systems Biophysics programs. in many of the research projects 

we employ femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopic techniques and 

dielectric relaxation spectroscopy. these techniques are also 

used within the nanophotonics research program and the 

equipment and expertise are being shared. We will also 

cooperate with the research groups of the nanophotonics 

program in the design and application of new biomolecular 

photovoltaic materials within the future research program on 

photovoltaics. 

the proposed research topics are closely connected to the 

studies on cellular organization and regulation that are 

performed in the systems Biophysics program. examples are the 

studies of the membrane dynamics and protein-protein 

interactions. these interactions play an essential role in the 

organization of cellular processes. We will also cooperate in the 

study of the properties of amyloid aggregates and the steering of 

self-organizing bio-inspired materials. the macroscopic organi-

zation of these materials is strongly related to the structural 

design of living materials and their (often superior) material 

properties. the properties of living materials are an important 

topic of research within the systems Biophysics program. 

External relations

National

We coordinate the fom program Proton mobility in confinement 

(2009-2014), whose central topic is highly relevant for the transfer 

of protons through membrane channels and along membrane 

surfaces. We also participate in the fom industrial partnership 

program (ipp) Bio-related materials (2009-2013) and Spectroscopic 

analysis of particles in water (2010-2015), in which we cooperate 

with several academic partners and with industry. We also lead 

the program Molecular structure of food, which is a large biophysics 

program within the nanonextnl program (2010-2015).

We cooperate with several university research groups, including 

the groups of profs. K. Hellingwerf, J. reek, f. macKintosh 

(amsterdam), B. Weckhuysen (utrecht), and K. storm (eindhoven). 

We also cooperate with the center for mathematics and 

computer science (cWi), and the netherlands cancer institute 

(nKi). close ties with the Dutch universities are ensured by the 

adjoint professorships of group leaders: university of amsterdam 

(Bakker, Bonn) and utrecht (Heeren). Bakker and Bonn also teach 

in masters programs at these universities.

International 

We have informal collaborations with many research groups 

worldwide. We cooperate with the riKen institute (Japan) on 

lipid-protein interactions and with tokyo university (Japan) on 

quantitative, label-free cellular imaging, a formal collaboration 

exists with the pacific northwest national laboratory (usa) on 

protein structural analysis and protein imaging with mass 

spectrometry. together with Johns Hopkins university (usa) we 

are studying biomolecular signaling interactions in the tumor 

microenvironment in an niH funded project. We cooperate with 

the university of cambridge (uK) in the numerical simulation of 

bio-inspired interactions and self-assembly. We also work 
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together with the rowland institute at Harvard university (usa) 

on the development of optical tweezer force measurements.

Industrial collaborations

many of the research projects are being, and will be carried out in 

collaboration with industrial partners. Within the ipp program 

Bio-related materials we collaborate with unilever, friesland 

campina and Dsm in studying the relation between molecular 

structure and the rheology of protein fi bril systems. Within the 

ipp program Spectroscopic analysis of particles in water we cooperate 

with Wetsus in studying the properties of hydrophobic 

membrane systems. Within the nanonextnl program Molecular 

properties of food we cooperate with Danone and unilever on the 

characterization and molecular control of cellular lipid droplets 

and the study of the effects of ions and sugars on biopolymers in 

water. in addition to these large collaborative programs, we have 

several small-scale cooperative projects with industrial partners. 

an example is the cooperation with frieslandcampina on the 

study of microrheology methods for multi-scale characterization 

of soft materials.

Personnel

the size of the research program molecular Biophysics will be 

around 34 fte in 2011: 3 scientifi c group leaders (Bakker, Bonn, 

Heeren), 1 project leaders (leunissen), 6 group technicians 

(4 laser and 2 mechanical support), 12 ph.D. students, 

6 post-docs, 4 undergraduate students and 2 guests. 

Total researchers

group leaders 3

project leaders 1

phD students 12

post-docs 6

undergraduate students 4

guests 2

group technicians 6

Total 34

Ultrafast dynamics
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The principles of life

one of the main scientifi c challenges of today is to discover and 

understand the operational principles of biological systems, or 

life. a fundamental, quantitative, understanding of these 

principles will be essential for future breakthroughs in the areas 

of health and food, and will provide invaluable input for the 

design of new bio-inspired materials. With the recent and 

ongoing explosion of information on the identity and properties 

of genes and proteins (the individual building blocks of life), it is 

clear that the integration of all this knowledge into a mechanistic 

understanding of the principles by which living systems operate 

will have to come from a combined effort of scientists working in 

a broad range of fi elds spanning the physical and life sciences. 

physics and physics-based approaches form essential 

components of these multi-disciplinary studies. 

in recent years, biophysical studies have contributed tremen-

dously to our understanding of the (dynamic) properties of 

individual molecular components that are essential for biological 

function. at the cellular level, the properties of these individual 

biomolecules combine to create nanoscale molecular machines, 

active functional materials, and sophisticated regulatory 

networks that control cellular processes. an important challenge 

for the future is to integrate knowledge about individual 

components into a quantitative, systems-level understanding of 

such essential cellular modules. Here physics has an important 

role to play, both in the development of new experimental 

techniques, and, equally importantly, in providing a theoretical 

framework for the description and understanding of the 

collective properties of biological systems. a physics-based, 

bottom-up approach to multi-component cellular systems 

represents an exciting and challenging next step towards the 

understanding of functional cellular modules in their full 

biological complexity. 

Goal and ambition 

the goal of our systems Biophysics program is to obtain a 

quantitative understanding of the operational principles of 

functional cellular modules. in particular we aim to elucidate the 

organizational principles and material properties of active 

cytoskeletal structures, the (spatial) design and operational 

principles of regulatory networks, and the interplay between 

them. the combined experimental/theoretical expertise of 

6 groups is dedicated to this program.

With its explicit focus on (a physics approach to) multi-

component cellular systems, amolf’s systems Biophysics 

program is pioneering a new research direction in the Dutch 

biophysics research landscape, which resonates with rapid 

developments in the fi eld of systems Biology worldwide. 

Research program 

the systems Biophysics research program is carried out in six 

inter-related projects (see appendix c for further details). in 

these projects we employ a bottom-up approach, including the 

in-vitro reconstitution of cellular processes, the use of engineered 

and naturally occurring simple model systems in living cells, and 

analytical and computational modeling techniques. for the 

analysis of our experimental systems we use several optical 

imaging techniques (including single molecule and superreso-

lution techniques), nanofabrication and microfl uidics techniques, 

force probes such as optical tweezers, and (micro)rheology 

techniques. 

 5. Systems Biophysics 
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•  Composite cytoskeletal systems 

  in this project we study the organizational principles, 

force-generating capabilities, and material properties of 

active cytoskeletal networks. the spatial organization and 

mechanical properties of living cells rely heavily on the 

structural and dynamic properties of three cytoskeletal 

systems, namely microtubules, actin networks, and 

intermediate fi lament networks, whose individual properties 

have been heavily studied. However, complex cellular 

functions such as migration, cytokinesis, cell growth, as well 

as transduction of forces to the cellular environment, rely on 

the concerted interplay of multiple cytoskeletal networks as 

well as membranes. We will therefore in particular focus on 

the properties of composite mechanical structures, such as 

actin/microtubule composites and actin/microtubule systems 

encapsulated in vesicles. 

•  Mechano-chemical regulation and mechano-sensing 

  forces generated inside and outside cells have a direct 

regulatory effect on cytoskeletal dynamics, which in addition 

depend on the activity of many regulatory proteins that are 

associated with the cytoskeleton. in this project, we study the 

combined regulation by force and regulatory proteins of 

cytoskeletal systems at different levels of complexity: from 

the level of individual cytoskeletal polymers to the cellular 

level where the cytoskeleton responds sensitively to 

biochemical as well as mechanical changes in the 

extracellular environment. using mammalian cells, as well as 

reconstituted systems in vesicles, we will develop traction 

force assays to study how cytoskeletal forces are transmitted 

on the micron-scale to polymer networks that mimic the 

extracellular matrix. 

•  Diffusion and active transport in regulatory networks 

  in this project we focus on the spatial aspects of the design of 

regulatory networks, and in particular on the role of diffusion 

as well as active, cytoskeleton-based transport in the creation 

of spatial information in signaling networks. We will study the 

(dynamic) properties of reconstituted asymmetric protein 

patterns that are found for example in linearly growing fi ssion 

Biomolecular laboratory
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yeast cells, and compare to analogous experiments in living 

cells. in bacterial cells, trajectories of individual signaling 

proteins will be imaged in live cells to characterize the nature 

of diffusive movements in the cytoplasm and the membrane. 

in addition, we will develop new computational tools to study 

the combined effects of 3D diffusion and linear transport on 

the functioning of biological networks. this will be applied to 

both active cytoskeletal transport, and to 1D diffusion along 

the Dna in gene regulatory networks. 

•  Dynamics of signal transmission 

  cells use networks of molecular interactions to translate 

information from the outside world into functional cellular 

responses. there are many open questions regarding the basic 

principles of how information can be transmitted reliably 

through a network that is built on (a fi nite number of) 

molecular components. in this project, we will address these 

questions both on an experimental and a theoretical level, 

focusing on how molecular expression noise propagates 

through bacterial metabolic networks to affect growth, and on 

how multiple different signals can be transmitted through a 

single molecular pathway. to arrive at a molecular description 

of signaling dynamics, we will develop new strategies to 

follow individual signaling components in living cells based 

on state-of-the-art superresolution and stroboscopic imaging 

techniques.

•  Evolutionary design of regulatory networks 

  living systems may exploit different architectures in their 

regulatory networks to achieve a signaling function. Whether 

naturally occurring architectures perform optimally, or are 

constrained in their evolutionary adaptation remains an open 

question. in this project we will test the performance of 

naturally occurring chemotaxis networks in different bacterial 

strains and species, as well as in deliberately engineered 

genetic network designs. our approach is to focus on model 

systems that allow one to address all levels of biological 

organization, from genotype to signaling function and fi nally 

to fi tness in complex environments, while interpreting the 

experimental data within the context of theoretical models of 

the underlying networks. 

•  Differentiation and development 

  in addition to signaling pathways inside individual cells, 

many important biological functions such as cell growth, 

division, and differentiation depend on signaling between 

cells. in this project we will extend our studies of intracellular 

signaling to intercellular signaling in the context of cell 

differentiation and development. using analytical and 

computational tools, we will study the formation of the 

anterior-posterior axis during embryonic development of 

Drosophila and patterns of secondary organ formation in 

roots of plants. in addition, we will develop and apply new 

computational methods for the effi cient simulation of rare 

events in non-stationary systems such as networks that 

control the cell cycle and differentiation. 

Infrastructure and Internal relations

the Systems Biophysics program builds on an excellent 

infrastructure that has been built up at amolf in the past years, 

which includes a fully equipped biomolecular laboratory and a 

wide array of imaging facilities. the program furthermore 

benefi ts signifi cantly from the cleanroom facilities of the 

nanocenter, where expertise in nano- and microfabrication as 

well as imaging techniques is shared with researchers from the 

nanophotonics program. the systems Biophysics research 

program has several strong links with the molecular Biophysics 

program. the expertise in cellular cytoskeletal materials and the 

molecular investigations of (multi-bond) interactions naturally 

combine in a shared effort towards the design and study of 

bio-inspired materials. furthermore, molecular aspects of 

membrane dynamics and protein folding that are studied in the 

molecular Biophysics program have a close link to the cellular 

modules that are studied within the systems Biophysics 

program.

Microtubule dynamics
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External relations

this program will be carried out in close collaboration with 

academic partners (both physicists and biologists) as well as 

industrial partners in the netherlands and abroad. these 

collaborations include formal joint research programs as well as 

many informal relations with research partners world-wide. 

Within the netherlands, we are part of a rapidly growing 

biophysics research community that includes research groups at 

Dutch universities and institutes, and is represented within fom 

by the subfi eld “physics of living systems”. our main activities in 

this community, as well as international activities that are 

planned for the near future are summarized below (for collabo-

rations with industry, see further on). 

National

anno 2011, amolf coordinates or participates in all national 

research programs related to physics of living systems. We 

initiated and coordinate the fom program Spatial design of 

regulation networks (2009-2013), with collaborators from the 

universities of amsterdam, Wageningen and rotterdam. We 

participate in the fom-programs Physics of the genome (2008-2012) 

and Mechanosensing and mechanotransduction by cells (2010-2014). 

We lead one of the biophysics-related programs within the 

nanonextnl program: Nanomolecular machines in cellular force-

transduction (2010-2015). in all these programs there is an active 

participation of biologists. 

amolf is represented in the “physics of living systems” advisory 

Board of fom, the executive Board of the nanonextnl program 

and in the program committee of the annual Dutch Biophysics 

meeting. We initiated bi-monthly informal meetings for phD 

students and postdocs in biophysics at the royal netherlands 

academy of sciences. in the amsterdam area we share a 

common interest in the quantitative study of biological systems 

with both amsterdam universities, the center for mathematics 

and computer science (cWi), and the netherlands cancer 

institute (nKi). close ties with the Dutch universities are ensured 

by the adjoint professorships of group leaders: university of 

leiden (Dogterom), Delft (tans), and free university of 

amsterdam (ten Wolde, Koenderink). mulder holds a 0.2 fte 

appointment at Wageningen university. Dogterom, Koenderink, 

tans, ten Wolde, and mulder each teach a (partial) class in the 

bachelor or masters program of these universities.

International 

in 2005, amolf started a yearly ‘circle’ meeting with the 

european molecular Biology laboratory (Heidelberg), the institute 

curie in paris, and the max planck institute for the physics of 

complex systems (Dresden). this meeting brings together about 

80 phD students and postdocs working in fi elds related to the 

systems Biophysics program at amolf. We further collaborate 

with researchers from Harvard, ucsf, mit, institut pasteur, riken, 

mrcl-london, and Kent. in 2011, amolf is organizing two 

international biophysics meetings: a workshop on the Physics of 

Regulation Networks, and the European Cell Mechanics Meeting. 

Industrial collaborations

many of the research projects in the systems Biophysics program 

will be carried out in collaboration with industrial partners. 

Within the industrial partnership program (ipp) Bio-related 

materials (2009-2013) we collaborate with unilever in studying the 

relation between molecular structure and the rheology of protein 

fi bril systems. Within the nanonextnl program Nanomolecular 

machines in cellular force generation we will collaborate with fei, 

nt-mDt, and nikon to develop and implement novel 

combinations of nanoscale characterization techniques of 

biological systems driven by motor proteins, and with Qtis/e to 

develop new strategies for the design of tissue engineering 

materials. Both the ipp program and the nanonextnl initiatives 

are jointly funded by the industrial partners and fom or the 

Dutch government, respectively. 

in addition to these large collaborative programs we have several 

small-scale cooperative projects with industrial partners. 

examples are the cooperation with swetree to develop rational 

design principles for tailoring plant cell walls to serve as 

feedstock for bioindustrial processes, and the cooperation with 

frieslandcampina on the application of microrheology methods 

for multi-scale characterization of industrial soft materials.

Personnel

the size of the research program Systems Biophysics will be 

around 46 fte in 2011: 4 scientifi c group leaders (Dogterom, 

mulder, ten Wolde, tans), 2 project leaders (g.H. Koenderink, 

t. shimizu), 4 group technicians (biochemical), 18 ph.D. students, 

10 post-docs, 5 undergraduate students and 3 guests. 

Total researchers

group leaders 4

project leaders 2

phD students 18

post-docs 10

undergraduate students 5

guests 3

group technicians 4

Total 46
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Introduction

this chapter describes a new research program that amolf will 

start, focusing on photovoltaics. this program will be embedded 

within the two main themes physics of Biomolecular systems 

and nanophotonics described in chapters 3, 4 and 5. it will take 

advantage of experience and expertise built up within these two 

themes in the past years and will lead to strong interaction and 

collaboration between and within these two main directions. 

the new research program will be closely connected to the new 

institute on energy research, that fom is about to establish.  

 6.  Photovoltaic materials as a new 
nano/bio activity 

Energy from the sun

photovoltaics, the conversion of sunlight to electricity, is a 

promising technology that enables the generation of electrical 

power at a very large scale. it has the potential to make a 

signifi cant contribution to a clean, affordable and sustainable 

energy supply for our society. However, to make photovoltaic 

energy sources competitive with fossil fuel technologies, the 

costs per generated kWh need to be reduced signifi cantly. this 

cannot be achieved by a simple extension and/or optimization of 

existing photovoltaic conversion concepts and technologies. 

Light trapping in nanostructured solar cells
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instead, revolutionary new approaches are required that are 

scalable to large-area production technologies and that are not 

limited by scarcity of elements in the earth’s crust. 

the key challenge in photovoltaics energy research is thus to 

invent original, effective, novel energy conversion concepts, 

while keeping application boundary conditions in mind. indeed, 

in photovoltaics research, fundamental research and application 

go hand in hand: new scientific breakthroughs can lead to 

applications on a very large scale in a relatively short time.

in the past years, amolf has started several activities in 

photovoltaic research, taking advantage of its expertise in 

nanophotonics and ultrafast dynamics. in a short period of time, 

we have built up a significant track record in this new field as 

evidenced by the publication of >35 articles on photovoltaics, two 

of which in nature physics and nature materials, >20 invited 

talks at international conferences on photovoltaics (several of 

which as plenary presentation), and 3 patent applications. 

Based on the success of these initial results and employing the 

infrastructure built up in the past years, there is now a unique 

opportunity to start a research program on photovoltaics that 

may lead to the breakthroughs described above. the central 

theme in this program is light management in novel photovoltaic 

materials. in this new program we will aim to conceive novel 

nano-structuring strategies that lead to strongly enhanced 

light-matter interaction, greatly reducing material use; and apply 

these concepts in highly efficient photovoltaic semiconductor 

materials and hybrid (self-assembled) bio-molecular structures 

for light collection and charge separation.

the program focuses on several strongly interconnected research 

lines that cover the range from material design and assembly to 

optimizing light capture and conversion and charge carrier 

dynamics in the building blocks and devices. these research 

lines will be carried out by three new group leaders that will be 

hired on a tenure-track basis. the three projects are strongly 

interlinked, and will be carried out in collaboration, by sharing 

ideas, people, equipment and other resources. the three groups 

are embedded in a natural way in amolf’s existing research 

program in nanophotonics and biomolecular systems. indeed, 

this new photovoltaics program will lead to interaction and 

collaboration between many research groups in both the 

nanophotonics and biomolecular systems programs. 

Goal and ambition

the goal of this program is to realize novel breakthrough solar 

cell architectures with high conversion efficiency that can be 

made at low cost, and that are scalable to large-area production 

technologies. the program will lead to new solar cell materials 

and architectures, based on ultra-thin semiconductor and 

quantum dot geometries and molecular self-assembly and will 

yield new fundamental insights in light absorption and carrier 

conversion in nanostructured geometries.

Research program

the program focuses on three strongly interconnected research 

lines that cover the range from material design and assembly to 

optimizing light capture and conversion and charge carrier 

dynamics in the building blocks and devices. 

1. Light trapping in ultra-thin solar cells 
2. Plasmon-excitonic solar cells
3. Solving the quantum defect by molecular self-assembly

these research lines will be carried out by three new group 

leaders who will be hired on a tenure-track basis. the three 

projects are strongly interlinked, and will be carried out in 

collaboration, by sharing ideas, people, equipment, and other 

resources. the three topics are of increasing degree of complexity 

and of increasing exploratory nature. in all projects, novel 

photovoltaic materials systems and/or geometries are studied 

that are integrated with a light management nanostructure to 

efficiently harvest light.

in the first project, we investigate advanced light trapping 

geometries in semiconductor layers, with the aim to fabricate 

ultra-thin solar cells, with reduced costs, while maintaining high 

efficiency. proof-of-principle experiments will be carried out 

using ultra-thin si solar cells, whereupon the same concepts are 

applied and modified for compound semiconductor solar cells. in 

the second project, we investigate entirely new light harvesting 

designs for dye-sensitized solar cells. We will study the 

interaction between excitons in dye-sensitized layers and 

localized surface plasmons in nanoscale geometries with the 

aim to optimize light harvesting and charge collection. in the 

third project, we focus on solving the quantum defect problem, 
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by designing novel solar cell architectures at the molecular scale, 

using molecular self-assembly techniques. We expect that the 

latter project will inspire entirely new future light harvesting 

concepts and geometries.

National collaborations

this new program will be carried out together with collaborators 

at utrecht university and the netherlands energy research 

center (ecn). four amolf group leaders (Bakker, Bonn, polman, 

and gómez rivas) will contribute to the new masters program of 

the two universities in amsterdam entitled “advanced matter 

and energy physics”. the photovoltaics program at amolf will be 

linked to the fom institute rijnhuizen that is being transformed 

to a national institute for fundamental energy research. 

International collaborations

amolf will establish a formal collaboration with the resnick 

institute for the science of energy at the california institute of 

technology (caltecH), to exchange phD students. a yearly joint 

workshop will be held between the resnick institute and amolf. 

a joint teaching program (through video-conferencing) will be 

organized between amolf and caltecH. amolf is the formal 

host of two scientists that were granted a young energy 

scientists (yes!) award by fom. they carry out research programs 

at the massachusetts institute of technology and stanford 

university, with the aim to start in the future their own research 

group in the netherlands. 

Personnel

the size of the Nano/bio-photovoltaics research program will be 

around 24 fte in 2013: 3 project leaders, 2 group technicians 

(materials fabrication), 9 ph.D. students, 5 post-docs, 3 

undergraduate students and 2 guests. 
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the experimental facilities in the new building of amolf are 

organized within fi ve laboratories with each a particular research 

infrastructure. these laboratories are shared among all research 

groups and are also available for external users. in the period 

2005-2010 these laboratories have been further modernized and 

updated with state-of-the art equipment. the following facilities 

are available.

Amsterdam nanoCenter cleanroom

the amsterdam nanocenter is a facility for materials fabrication 

and characterization down to the nanometer scale. it acts as a 

regional facility for users from the university of amsterdam, the 

free university (amsterdam), utrecht university and a number of 

external business users. the nanocenter provides a clean room 

with the following facilities: high-resolution electron beam 

lithography, near-uV optical lithography, focused ion beam 

milling and deposition, 3D laser lithography, substrate-conformal 

imprint lithography, reactive ion etching, thin-fi lm deposition, 

 7. Experimental facilities

wet-chemical benches, rapid thermal annealing. the characteri-

zation tools include: fi eld-emission scanning electron 

microscope with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, spatially 

and angle-resolved cathodoluminescence spectroscopy, atomic-

force microscopy (afm), and surface profi lometry.

Biomolecular laboratory and imaging facilities

the Biomolecular laboratory is a facility for preparation and 

characterization of biological samples. it is a fully equipped wet 

lab which provides facilities for protein purifi cation, bacterial cell 

culture and mammalian cell culture. it contains the following 

facilities: ultracentrifuges, chromatography system, recombinant 

expression in bacteria, fl uorescence plate reader, incubators and 

shakers, pcr, facs and rheometers. in this laboratory, the 

following optical and imaging techniques are available: total 

internal refl ection (tirf) and epi-fl uorescence microscopy, 

spinning disk and two-photon confocal fl uorescence microscopy, 

video-enhanced differential interference contrast (Dic) 

nanoCenter cleanroom
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microscopy, coherent anti-stokes raman (cars) microscopy, 

in-vivo single molecule imaging, fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy (fcs), optical tweezers and micro-rheology.

Nanophotonics laboratory

the nanophotonics laboratory provides facilities for the 

measurement of optical phenomena at the nanoscale. part of 

these facilities are located at amolf’s research group at philips 

research (eindhoven). the equipment includes: various systems 

for (phase-sensitive) near-field optical microscopy and photolu-

minescence (lifetime, imaging) spectroscopy, spectroscopic 

ellipsometry, angle-resolved light scattering and extinction 

spectroscopy, opto-mechanics spectroscopy, opto-electronic 

device characterization and microwave spectroscopy. 

Ultrafast spectroscopy laboratory

the ultrafast spectroscopy laboratory of amolf comprises 

several advanced femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopic 

techniques that employ highly intense femtosecond pulses at 

frequencies ranging from the far-infrared (tHz) to the extreme 

ultraviolet (XuV). these light pulses are generated with eight 

amplified ti:sapphire laser systems in combination with 

nonlinear frequency conversion techniques like optical rectifi-

cation (50 µm – 1 mm), optical parametric amplification/

sum-frequency generation (10 µm – 200 nm), white-light 

generation (1100 nm-300 nm), and high-harmonic generation 

(200 nm - 10 nm). We also use pulse shaping and carrier-phase 

locking techniques. the pulses are used in the following spectro-

scopic techniques: transient terahertz dielectric spectroscopy, 

time-resolved terahertz dielectric spectroscopy, polarization-

resolved femtosecond vibrational spectroscopy, two-dimensional 

time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy, vibrational surface 

sum-frequency generation, two-dimensional time-resolved 

surface sum-frequency generation, and coherent anti-stokes 

raman scattering.

Imaging mass spectrometry laboratory

the high resolution mass spectrometric facility at amolf 

provides a unique infrastructure for atomic and molecular 

imaging of surfaces. complementary molecular imaging 

instruments allow the determination of the spatial distribution 

of intact, unlabeled biomolecules from cellular and tissue 

surfaces with spatial resolutions ranging from 200 nm to 200 

micrometer. the facility is equipped with a variety of sample 

handling and automated preparation tools that allow the usage 

of controlled and reproducible protocols. the different desorption 

and ionization methods available allow the analysis of a variety 

of complex surfaces, such as single cells and histological tissue 

sections. in addition, various proteomics technologies are used to 

investigate the structure-function relation of biomolecules in 

their native environment.
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Technical support groups fte

mechanical engineering 4.0

mechanical workshop 8.0

electronics engineering 4.0

software engineering 4.8

information technology 3.0 

Total 23.9

 8. Support divisions

one of the unique characteristics of amolf is it excellent 

technical infrastructure. in-house facilities for the design and 

manufacturing of experimental equipment, for electronics and 

software engineering, and computer support are essential to 

carry out a leading and innovative research program. While such 

an extensive support infrastructure corresponds to a signifi cant 

cost, it is a strategic decision of the institute to maintain it at its 

present level.

several new developments are taking place in these support 

groups for this strategic plan. the Mechanical Engineering Group 

will address the continuing trend of miniaturization of experi-

mental geometries, leading to increasingly complex designs in 

which several functions (optics, electronics, vacuum, 

temperature) are combined in one system. the Mechanical 

Workshop will take advantage of the novel 5-axis mechanical 

milling machine for the fabrication of 3D objects from a single 

piece of material, for example for the fabrication of optical 

components. micro-sparking will be further developed for the 

microfabrication of complex geometries. the establishment of a 

microwave laboratory at amolf, shared by many research 

groups, will lead to increased requests to the engineering group 

Mechanical workshop

and mechanical workshop for materials engineering and 

fabrication at the 100 µm – 1 mm scale. the Electronics Engineering 

Group will invest in the development of high-frequency 

electronics to support the growing activities in tHz optics. also, 

the growing demands in the processing of experimental data will 

require novel hardware developments, including programmable 

digital building blocks. related, the Software Engineering Group will 

address the processing of images and very large data streams, in 

many cases while experiments are running. Data collection and 

analysis will increasingly require the use of computer clusters 
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and require a concurrent development of specialized software. 

the Information technology group addresses that large amount of 

tasks related to computer clusters, networks and computer 

systems dedicated to experiments.

in addition to the technical groups, support for management, 

administration, and maintenance is required. the following 

breakdown of personnel, also representing the present situation, 

is considered essential for the coming strategic plan period.

to provide adequate administrative support, the institute has a 

relatively small staff, enabling the institute to be nearly fully 

self-supporting. With only 18 employees for fi nancial, personnel, 

ict, secretarial and communication support, this is a vulnerable 

group, with many stand-alone functions. in the coming years, 

increased attention will be paid to guarantee the continuity of 

support by merging some stand-alone functions in small teams 

where staff, albeit to a limited extent, can take over each other’s 

tasks if necessary. another parallel development is the further 

digitization of administrative and fi nancial processes to reduce 

paperwork and to improve access to fi nancial and personnel 

information for group leaders. finally, by providing courses, we 

increase the career perspectives of our administrative and 

technical support staff, and enable them to transition to a new 

position outside amolf. a continuous fl ux of employees entering 

and leaving amolf is important for the quality of support on the 

one hand and for the professional development of employees on 

the other hand.

Administrative support    

institute manager 1.0

financial administration 2.8

Human resource management 2.0

communications and library 2.2

secretariat and reception desk 6.3

ict 4,0

Subtotal 18.3

General facility management

general facilities 5,5

canteen  1,2

purchasing & storage 1.6

occupational health & safety 1.0

Subtotal 9.3

Total 27,6
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Nanophotonics: Five research themes

the central research aim of the center for nanophotonics is the 

generation, manipulation, storage and amplification of light at 

the nanoscale. it involves research on physical concepts and 

materials in photonic nanostructures. it is positioned at the start 

of the innovation chain: fundamental concept  material or 

nanostructure development  prototype fabrication  transfer 

to industrial user. While the primary focus of the research is to 

investigate novel physical phenomena, the next steps in the 

chain receive keen attention. close ties with industrial partners 

ensure an efficient transfer of knowledge. the research on 

nanophotonics is subdivided in five interrelated themes, all of 

which lead to applications. two group leaders from the molecular 

Biophysics program (Bonn and leunissen) will also take part in 

specific research topics. the resulting collaboration between all 

the groups ensures a maximal scientific advance that is more 

than the sum of the parts. all research topics will be addressed 

with a wide variety of experimental and theoretical techniques. 

the total number of researchers will be approximately 55 fte in 

2011.
 
1.  Quantum optics in nanoscale complex media

Groups involved: Kuipers, Polman, Lagendijk, F. Koenderink

Quantum optics deals with the interaction of emitters and 

quantum light, and is conventionally governed by two 

ingredients. the first ingredient is provided by the electronic 

wavefunctions of the emitter itself. the second is the collection 

of optical modes available for the emitter to emit its photons 

into, which is set by the nanoenvironment. in this theme, we will 

control the generation and absorption of quantum light through 

control of optical modes via the nanoenvironment.

We aim to create broad-bandwidth strong light-matter 

interaction between emitters and single photons based on 

resonant plasmonic systems. nanoantennas are prime tools to 

funnel light waves from incident propagating modes to very 

small volumes. they are also able to achieve the reverse, i.e., to 

efficiently couple the radiation of emitters to the far field. in 

addition, such nanostructures allow to manipulate spatial 

coherence, in order to achieve directionality of emission into free 

space, or mode matching of emitters to surrounding 

waveguides.  Dark plasmon resonators offer another exciting 

route to emitter control: by localizing the light field as dark 

   Appendix A: Nanophotonics research 
program

plasmons to volumes V that can be orders of magnitude smaller 

than the wavelength of light. such plasmon resonators can 

provide large purcell factors (proportional to Q/V), even though 

their Q is small with respect to that of dielectric cavities. the 

combination of a broad bandwidth, control over spatial 

coherence and the large interaction strength make these ideal 

elements for nanoscale quantum optical circuitry.

While heuristically it may seem easy to extend concepts like 

mode volume V and the purcell factor to nanoscale photonic 

systems, the quantum optics of emission, absorption and 

photon-mediated interactions such as förster energy transfer, 

goes well beyond textbook cavity QeD. We aim to develop a new 

understanding of quantum optics in complex nanoscale 

photonic systems. to this end we will carry out careful investi-

gations of emission, absorption and energy transfer by sources 

and sinks of (quantum) light inside complex nanophotonic hosts. 

these will include fully random to fully designed metallo-

dielectric structures realized with direct laser writing,  and will 

be studied using nonlinear optics (second harmonic generation, 

two-photon luminescence), and linear sources (quantum dots, 

dye molecules and cold atoms).

control over light emission and absorption is generally due to 

the feedback that a carefully placed arrangement of scatterers 

provides. in essence the macroscopic mirrors of a laser are also 

scattering elements that provide feedback. one of the major 

questions of nanophotonics is the exploration of what the bare 

minimum is in scattering and gain medium to obtain a viable 

laser. several theoretical proposals have been made for the 

realization of such a minimal scattering laser. it may even be 

argued that the so-called spaser is a scattering laser. We aim to 

create a minimal scattering laser based on our theory, and to 

study its spectral, temporal, and quantum characteristics.

2. Optical magnetism

Groups involved: Kuipers, Polman, F. Koenderink

the realization that effective magnetic responses can be 

generated at optical frequencies has led to the rapidly growing 

field of metamaterials. these novel materials have optical 

properties that are controllable by tailoring not just the electric 

response, but also the magnetic response of the constituent 

‘photonic atoms’. among the most intriguing new optical 

properties are the possibility to realize negative refractive 
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indices, as well as ‘transformation’ optical media that allow 

arbitrary rerouting of rays by controlling the permittivity and 

permeability ε and µ in space.

We will explore new routes to attain negative refractive indices 

at heretofore unattainable frequencies through the use of new 

geometries.  We anticipate that the use of coupled plasmonic 

waveguides in planar and coaxial metal/dielectric/metal 

structures will allow to achieve three-dimensional negative-

index metamaterials in the blue/uV with a near-isotropic 

negative index. We will realize slabs and wedges of these 

materials using focused ion beam milling and determine the full 

dispersion of these materials. to this end we will use refraction 

angle measurements, as well as interferometry to determine 

phase and group indices for different propagation directions. 

Building on these results, we will investigate how these 3D 

metamaterials can be used to realize the “perfect lens”, aiming at 

imaging (biologically relevant) structures well below the 

diffraction limit. We anticipate that the index in these material is 

widely tunable in the range -10<n<10 (including n=0), allowing 

exciting experiments in transformation optics at visible 

wavelengths.

photonic atoms, such as the archetypical split ring resonator, are 

resonant scatterers with very large cross sections and polariz-

abilities that rival those of plasmon scatterers. However, these 

photonic atoms not only exhibit electric-electric coupling, but 

also electric-magnetic, magnetic-electric and magnetic-magnetic 

coupling. We hence expect that the toolbox of coupled plasmonic 

systems for optical nanocircuits, antennas and sensors can be 

significantly enhanced by making dimers, trimers, and more 

complex arrays of interacting magnetic scatterers. for instance, 

magnetic-electric coupling gives access to antennas and 

nanocircuits with new degrees of near-field polarization control, 

e.g., in the form of giant chirality. We will design new optical 

metamaterials, antennas and light structuring substrates, and 

investigate their interactions using single scatterer microscopy, 

angle-dependent scattering and near-field microscopy. recently, 

we developed the unique capability to map vector fields using 

near-field scanning probe microscopy, which enables us to 

visualize both magnetic and electric vector field components 

locally.  We will employ this technique to gain detailed insights 

in the interactions underlying the homogenized properties of 

metamaterials, and more generally to quantify the interactions 

involved in magneto-electrically coupled systems.

3. Light structuring

Groups involved: Kuipers, Lagendijk, Gómez Rivas, F. Koenderink

locally structured electromagnetic fields that can be controllably 

localized inside complex nanophotonic structures are of 

essential importance, to optimize interactions with nonlinear 

media or with single fluorophores, for surface enhanced raman 

spectroscopy (sers), and to probe inside opaque media. 

We aim to realize substrates for nanoscale light structuring, 

based on collective interactions in metallo-dielectric systems. in 

a key point of collaboration between the physics of Biomolecular 

systems theme and the center for nanophotonics we will pursue 

substrates that explore the limits of fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy (fcs) in nanofluidics using nano-antennas for light 

structuring in sub-diffraction volumes. With a large, resonantly 

enhanced cross section, plasmon scatterers can efficiently 

capture incident light and focus it to volumes significantly less 

than the cubed wavelength. coherent interactions between 

plasmonic components in multi-element antennas will at the 

same time create a nanostructured excitation focus, and cause a 

significant increase in emission collection efficiency, by funneling 

all emission into small na optics. thus, controlled scattering by 

resonant structures allows the localized detection of (bio-)

molecules in nanofluidic channels.   

We will use extended collective resonances to control the 

nanoscale structure of field enhancements in periodic 

lattices.  surface lattice resonances give rise to fano lines in 

transmission spectra that coincide with large local field 

enhancements for sers and spontaneous and stimulated 

emission of emitters. talbot revivals of these pockets of 

enhancement occur at set heights above the metal surface, at 

heights several wavelengths away from the metal, where 

undesired non-photonic interactions with metals are negligible. 

complementary to the `programming’ of nanoscale structured 

light via substrate design, is the use of wavefront shaping which 

can create nanostructured illumination in nanophotonic 

media.  We will program the spatiotemporal location of nanofoci 

at textured metallic surfaces by wavefront control. also, wave 

front shaping is vital when controlling light propagation and 

concentration in disordered nanophotonic media.  Disorder is 

ubiquitous in nanophotonics, as even state-of-the-art nanofabri-

cation is never perfect. Wave front shaping allows fault-tolerant 

nanophotonics, e.g., by adapting wave fronts to negate 

imperfections that would otherwise hinder incoupling, mode 
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matching or nanofocusing. intentional massive disorder also 

leads to spectacular new paradigms in optical transport. one of 

the best known consequences of disorder on the wavelength 

length scale is anderson localization. the use of actively 

structured wave fronts, obtained with computer-controlled phase 

plates, will yield a detailed insight in both the effect of disorder 

in nominally perfect structures and in the propagation of 

classical and quantum light through strongly scattering complex 

media. 

4. Ultrafast nonlinear optics at the nanoscale

Groups involved: Kuipers, Gómez Rivas, Bonn

the recent prediction and observation of ultrafast nanoplas-

monics at optical frequencies has opened new perspectives for 

the nanoscale control of electromagnetic fields. coherent control 

of local fields can be obtained by temporal shaping of the optical 

pulse that drives a surface plasmon resonance. Because of the 

broad spectral bandwidth of surface plasmons, this control can 

be achieved on ultrafast time scales. ultrafast active control of 

surface plasmon resonances can be also achieved by transient 

modulation of the metal dielectric function. this modulation is 

obtained by means of a pump laser pulse that selectively excites 

the electrons in the metal, inducing a transient change in 

electron distribution and the optical properties of the metal, or 

by a pump laser that modifies the permittivity of the surrounding 

dielectric.

We will combine our expertise in dispersion control and slow 

light to exploit the efficient coupling light to the nanoscale and 

induce a variety of nonlinear phenomena. one of our main goals 

will be to induce ultrafast switching of light or plasmons and the 

generation of solitons while minimizing the required nonlinear 

interaction length. in addition, we will use various routes to 

create parametric downconversion in plasmonic systems in 

order to obtain entangled photon or plasmon pairs guided in a 

nanoconfined mode.

using doped semiconductors instead of metals, allows the 

scaling of plasmonic structures to low frequencies (tHz and 

microwaves). one of the most fascinating possibilities of 

semiconductor plasmonics is the viability of ultra-fast all-optical 

control of surface plasmon resonances by optical carrier 

injection in semiconductor structures at very low optical 

fluences, i.e., in the range of mJ/cm2, typically two to three orders 

of magnitude lower than in metals. a major goal is to 

demonstrate ultra-fast all-optical active control of plasmonic 

resonances and investigate their dynamics by optical pump 

near-field probe microscopy.
 
5. Harvesting light at the nanoscale

Groups involved: Kuipers, Polman, F. Koenderink, Gómez Rivas

advances in the control of light at the nanoscale in combination 

with advances in nanostructuring techniques have resulted in an 

increased interest of enhancing light harvesting in solar cells and 

photodetectors. the challenge in this work is to design novel 

light trapping and absorption geometries that lead to efficient 

conversion of light to electrical power. Vice versa, light harvesting 

concepts can be used for the improvement of light conversion in 

solid state lighting. By designing resonant nanostructures in 

which light scattering and absorption are carefully tailored large 

improvements in light absorption, conversion, and emission may 

be achieved in these devices.

many fundamental questions need to be addressed, such as: 

which are the limits of optical absorption of nanostructured 

surfaces? How can the bandwidth of light harvesting by resonant 

structures be increased? is it possible to tailor the coherent 

scattering in arrays of nanostructures by, e.g., changing the 

arrangement of the scatterers or by wave front shaping, to 

achieve perfect absorption? it is becoming increasingly clear that 

solar cells and solid-state light sources must be considered as 

nanoscale optical integrated circuits, in which light is 

manipulated at a length scale well below the wavelength. in this 

research we will study resonant metallic and dielectric 

nanostructures coupled to planar semiconductor layers or 

semiconductor nanowires. We will use wave front shaping, 

scattering spectroscopy, and angle-resolved photocurrent 

spectroscopy to investigate the fundamental limits of light 

harvesting.

more specifically, we will investigate light trapping in novel 

plasmonic thin-film solar cell designs and explore how the 4n2 

ergodic light trapping limit in thin layers can be surpassed by 

near-field effects and enhancements in the local density of 

states.  collective resonances in plasmonic crystals can strongly 

enhance local fields. We will investigate the implications of these 

field enhancements for the improvement of light absorption in 

thin layers. We will also investigate scattering by semiconductor 

nanowires and design nanowire structures with enhanced 

optical absorption by engineering the dispersion. another 
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interesting route to improve light harvesting that will be 

investigated is the coupling of light to ultrathin semiconducting 

layers through the excitation of surface exciton polaritons 

sustained by the layer. this concept can lead to perfect 

absorption at e.g. a monolayer of quantum dots, which is 

important for photovoltaics. Wave front shaping can be used to 

enhance absorption in specifically targeted locations.

Applications

Groups involved: Kuipers, Polman, Lagendijk, F. Koenderink, Gómez 

Rivas

Solid-state lighting 
solid-state lighting is a rapidly emerging technology that leads to 

novel, versatile light sources with enhanced power conversion 

efficiency. in a solid-state light source, light is emitted by an 

electrically biased light-emitting semiconductor diode (leD). for 

general lighting, white emission can be achieved by using an 

efficient blue leD that excites a phosphor layer that generates 

colors for which efficient leDs are not available, such as e.g. 

green. our research on light harvesting and light structuring can 

be directly applied to improve the conversion efficiency in 

solid-state light sources, thereby reducing the required phosphor 

thickness by more than two orders of magnitude while 

maintaining the efficiency. such improvements reduce material 

costs and facilitate heat management. this work will also lead to 

novel ways to control the spectral, angular and polarization 

distribution of solid-state light sources. these solid-state lighting 

applications are carried out in collaboration with philips 

research and may thus directly lead to applications into 

prototype devices.

Photovoltaics
light harvesting structures will be used to increase the efficiency 

of incoupling and light trapping into thin-film solar cells. this 

work may lead to the design of ultra-thin solar cells with reduced 

materials costs and enhanced electrical characteristics. the 

design of novel nanoscale solar cell geometries leads to a 

reduction in the amount of required semiconductor material, 

opening avenues to the use of less abundant and/or expensive 

materials into next-generation photovoltaics.

Sensing and microscopy
light structuring by resonant structures allows the detection of 

trace amounts of (bio-)molecules in nanofluidic channels. in 

collaboration with the physics of Biomolecular systems theme 

we will explore the limits of fluorescence correlation 

spectroscopy in nanofluidics, aiming to develop low-cost 

disposable substrates that make high-end fluorescence 

microscopy methods possible with inexpensive low-na optics. 

confining light to tiny volumes has a large potential for 

improving (bio-)sensors.

Paint industry
Benchmarking the transport properties of strongly scattering 

media will lead to a variety of applications in painting. in 

painting, it is important to obtain maximum paint coverage with 

minimum material. our research will help to relate figures of 

merit for coverage used in the paint industry with physical 

observables. in addition to providing experimental techniques to 

non-invasively quantify paint coverage, our work may lead to the 

design of better-quality paints. this work is carried out together 

with aKZo.

Ultrasmall classical and quantum integrated optics
efficient coupling of light to ultrasmall nanostructures is key to 

the development of novel photonic circuitry. combined with an 

enhanced efficiency for nonlinear optics at the nanoscale, our 

work under the themes ‘quantum optics in nanoscale complex 

media’ and ‘ultrafast nonlinear optics on the nanoscale’ will 

form the basis for new circuitry for quantum optics and classical 

photonic chips with nanoscale dimensions. Wavefront shaping 

and our understanding of scattering phenomena on the 

nanoscale are crucial for fault-tolerant design of nanophotonic 

structures.
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in this program we study the properties of molecular-scale 

interactions within biomolecular complexes that are essential for 

their conformation and their function. particular emphasis will 

be put on the interplay between biomolecules and water, the role 

of ions and other co-solutes, the interactions between proteins 

and chaperones, and multibond interactions. the total number of 

researchers will be approximately 32 fte in 2011.

1. The functional interplay between proteins and water

Groups involved: Bakker, Bonn 

insights into the mechanisms by which water determines the 

conformation of proteins are essential for a fundamental 

understanding of protein folding and protein action. to this end, 

it is important to know where exactly the hydrating water 

molecules are located and how they are bonded and structured. 

for instance, the water molecules can act as hydrogen-bond 

bridges between the amino-acids or can organize in clathrate-

type structures, thereby inducing a local hydrophobic collapse. 

We will study the location and dynamics of water molecules 

hydrating model membranes and proteins like photoactive 

yellow protein (pyp) and proteorhodopsin with two new 

femtosecond spectroscopic techniques: vibrational resonant 

energy transfer (Vret) and two-dimensional surface 

sum-frequency generation (2D-sfg). We will also study the 

conformation of proteins as a function of the number of 

hydrating water molecules with the new technique of 

ion-mobility spectrometry in combination with high-resolution 

mass spectroscopy. in this latter technique, proteins are 

separated in the gas-phase on the basis of their cross-section, 

which in turn is determined by their conformation.

Water determines the conformation of proteins and membranes, 

but vice versa proteins and membranes determine the structural 

dynamics of internal water molecules (within membrane 

channels) and those surrounding the complex (at the membrane 

interface). this influence can be an essential part of the function. 

for instance, the function of anti-freeze proteins (afp) and 

anti-freeze glycoproteins (afgp) is intimately related to the effect 

of the protein on the structural dynamics of water. afps and 

afgps have evolved in fish, insects, plants, fungi, bacteria, and 

enable these organisms to survive in polar and near-polar areas. 

We will study the molecular mechanisms of the lowering of the 

freezing temperature by afps and afgps with advanced 

(nonlinear) spectroscopic techniques like 2D polarization-

resolved femtosecond vibrational spectroscopy, surface 
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sum-frequency generation, and dielectric relaxation 

spectroscopy (0.2-3 tHz). these techniques allow the 

measurement of the conformation of afps and afgps in the 

liquid phase and in the adsorbed state to ice, the structural 

dynamics of the hydration shells and the properties of the ice 

layers to which the afps/afgps adsorb. 

the influence of proteins and membranes on the structure and 

dynamics of water is expected to have a pronounced effect on 

the transfer of protons. proton transfer plays an important role in 

biological systems as many metabolic paths involve proton 

gradients and transfer events. in bulk liquid water, proton 

transfer involves a structural diffusion mechanism that strongly 

relies on the structure of the water and that involves the motion 

of a large number (~15) of surrounding water molecules. 

important questions are whether proton transfer along surfaces 

and through narrow membrane protein (gramicidine, porine) 

water channels can be faster than in bulk liquid water and 

involves different mechanisms. it is also of interest to find 

whether there are certain design principles in the geometry and 

the surfaces for which the proton transfer is optimal. 

2. Salts and co-solutes

Groups involved: Bakker, Bonn, Heeren, Tans 

salts and small co-solvent molecules like disaccharides are 

known to have a profound effect on the spatial structure 

(conformation) and functionality of dissolved (bio)molecules. the 

effect of ions as a co-solute on these properties usually follows 

the Hofmeister series. this series is a phenomenological, 

qualitative ordering of ions based originally on their propensity 

to salt-out proteins, but the underlying molecular mechanism is 

still not understood. an important question is whether the effect 

on the protein conformation results from a direct binding of the 

ion to the protein or indirectly from the effect of the ion on the 

structure and dynamics of water. We will study the effects of the 

direct binding of the ion on the protein conformation using 

ion-mobility spectrometry/mass spectroscopy. this technique 

will be applied to study the effects of the binding of mg2+, cu2+, 

Zn2+ to oxytocine. We will also study how ca2+ determines the 

conformation and folding dynamics of proteins using optical 

tweezer single molecule force probes. the indirect effect of ions 

on the conformations of biopolymers through the influence of 

the ions on water will be studied with femtosecond spectro-

scopic techniques. recently we found that combinations of 

particular ions have a very strong effect on the dynamics of 
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water that is much larger than would be expected from the sum 

of the effects of the individual ions. We will study whether 

similar non-additive effects can arise with particular ions and 

charged proteins, lipids or Dna. 

3. Molecular chaperones

Groups involved: Tans, Heeren

in cells, the folding of a protein is mediated by proteins termed 

chaperones. However, as the conformational transitions that 

underlie folding are typically studied for proteins in isolation, the 

principles by which chaperones function remain poorly 

understood. We will also address whether chaperones actually 

accelerate folding or merely limit aggregation between proteins, 

which is a central question that has remained unanswered. 

previously we have employed laser tweezers to show that the 

chaperone secB blocks specific folding transitions and protein 

aggregation. in the coming years we will build on this approach 

to investigate more complex chaperones. We will test whether 

the chaperone trigger factor constitutes a protective cavity that 

directly promotes folding, as has been hypothesized. a second 

chaperone that we will study is the Heat-shock protein, which 

undergoes an intriguing atp-driven cycle of conformational 

changes. How this activity affects protein folding pathways is 

unknown, but can be addressed with a time-resolved single-

molecule approach. We will also study the chaperone systems 

groel/groes/Hsp60-90 and related systems with high resolution 

mass spectroscopy (fourier-transform-icr-ms) and high 

resolution ion-mobility spectrometry in combination with mass 

spectroscopy. We will study how the folding in these chaperone 

systems is affected by co-factors like Zn/mg/atp/aDp.

 
4. Membrane structure and dynamics

Groups involved: Bonn, Bakker 

cell membranes are much more than passive barriers between 

different compartments of the cell and between the cell and the 

outside world. many biological functions are in fact performed at 

the membrane surface or within the membrane. examples of 

such processes include trans-membrane transport and signaling, 

both often controlled by proteins embedded in the membrane. at 

present, a large body of knowledge exists on the molecular 

composition and static structure of membranes. However, our 

understanding of the dynamics of membrane complexes has not 

yet reached the same level of sophistication. information on 

conformational fluctuations and dynamical interactions between 

membrane constituents are essential for a full understanding of 

membrane action. We will study all these aspects of membrane 

dynamics for mechano-sensitive-channel of large conductance 

(mscl) proteins, for which a conformation change is induced by 

changes in the lateral pressure in the membrane. We aim to 

monitor the dynamics of the membrane molecules in real time 

using state-of-the-art spectroscopic techniques that allow 

observations over an extremely large dynamic range, from ~100 

femtoseconds to milliseconds. this will allow us to investigate 

the dynamics of the three key components of biological 

membranes in well-defined model systems: the lipid molecules 

constituting the lipid bilayer, proteins embedded in the bilayer, 

and membrane-bound water. our approach relies on ‘looking 

inside’ the proteins, lipids and water through their intrinsic 

molecular vibrations. as such, the technique is direct, 

non-invasive and circumvents the drawbacks associated with the 

conventional use of labels (such as fluorescent probe molecules). 

5. Multi-bond interactions 

Groups involved: Leunissen, Bakker, Bonn 

the folding of proteins, the double-helix formation of Dna, and 

the binding of extended membrane surfaces relies on the 

formation of multiple concurrent weaker bonds. the ‘parallel’ 

bonds often have a unique spatial organization, widely differing 

binding energies or different breakage and reformation rates. 

therefore these multi-bond interactions have properties that are 

fundamentally different from those of ‘single bond’ systems. for 

example, the binding can show a highly cooperative character, 

meaning that the formation of one weak bond stimulates the 

formation of the next bond, both because of entropic reasons 

(limitation of the phase space by the first bond) and possibly also 

by electronic effects. in addition, multiple reversible bonds may 

give rise to strong adhesion, while still allowing for dynamic 

contacts that can rearrange themselves. up to now, the coopera-

tivity of multiple weak bonds, the role of dynamic bond breakage 

and reformation and the influence of large-scale thermal 

fluctuations and the intrinsic lifetime of adhesive junctions have 

remained poorly understood. We will study multi-bond 

interactions for model Dna fragments. Here we will measure the 

binding strength and rupture force of the Dna fragments and 

surfaces functionalized with these fragments, using optical 

tweezers, and the hydrogen-bond formation using femtosecond 

mid-infrared spectroscopy. thereby we can correlate the 

hydrogen-bond formation with the binding strength of the Dna 

strands. 
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6. Bio-materials

Groups involved: Leunissen, Bonn, G. Koenderink, Heeren

many proteins of diverse sequence, structure, and function 

self-assemble into morphologically similar fibrillar aggregates 

known as amyloids. these remarkably ordered and stable 

nanofibrils can be useful as building blocks for protein-based 

functional materials, but they are also implicated in severe 

neurodegenerative diseases. We will study the relationship 

between amyloid protein (supra)molecular structure and the 

micromechanical rheological properties. specifically, we will 

study self-assembly of amyloid protein fibrils composed of 

denatured model proteins (b-lactoglobulin) and peptides 

(alzheimer b-amyloid peptide), and control their assembly with 

food-related polyphenols (catechins). We will study the structure-

function relation of these protein systems using label-free 

coherent-antis-stokes-raman-scattering (cars) microscopy, ion 

mobility spectrometry/mass spectroscopy, and microrheology. 

While cars and ion-mobility spectrometry/ mass spectroscopy 

give information on local protein conformations and aggregation 

structures, microrheology yields the length-scale dependent 

local (e.g. single fibril) elastic and viscous properties. the 

resulting fundamental insights are essential for the development 

of new therapeutics to treat fibrillisation-related afflictions and 

for the rational design of novel edible and biodegradable 

biomaterials.

We will also explore new methods of designing new bio-inspired 

materials. for instance, biologically inspired (specific) binding 

groups can be used to steer the spontaneous self-organization of 

particles and other objects into higher-order structures. We will 

investigate the use of complementary single-stranded Dna 

fragments to direct three-dimensional organization. in this way, 

one can create novel self-assembling nanomaterials and 

functionally integrated systems for e.g. bio-sensing or 

(photovoltaic) energy production. the macroscopic organization 

of these new materials is strongly related to the structural design 

of living materials and their (often superior) material properties. 
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the systems Biophysics research program is subdivided into 6 

projects and will be jointly carried out by 6 research groups (4 

experimental and 2 theoretical). each of the 6 projects will 

benefit from the combined effort of 2 to 3 research groups, as 

indicated below. in all cases a range of complementary 

techniques (both theoretical and experimental) will be applied to 

answer the relevant questions. the total number of researchers 

will be approximately 48 fte in 2011.

1. Composite cytoskeletal systems

Groups involved: G. Koenderink, Dogterom, Mulder

cytoskeletal polymers form the mechanical basis of all 

eukaryotic cells. these self-assembling protein-polymers form 

highly dynamic, functionally organized networks with special 

material properties. Biophysical research to date has almost 

exclusively focused on the properties and functions of individual 

cytoskeletal polymer systems, in vivo and in vitro. However, in 

recent years it has become increasingly clear that complex 

functions of cells such as migration, cytokinesis, and cell growth 

require an interplay between all three cytoskeletal systems 

(actin, microtubules, intermediate filaments (ifs)). structural 

linkages between actin and microtubules are for instance 

thought to aid targeting of microtubules to specific locations on 

the actin cortex, where they deliver biochemical signals to 

influence actin growth. the interactions of the polymer systems 

with the plasma membrane are also crucial to enable active cell 

shape changes. We aim to obtain a quantitative understanding of 

how mechanical interactions between these different modules 

influence their collective self-organization and material 

properties by in vitro reconstitution of composite systems. We 

will study the mechanical properties of combined actin-

microtubule and if-microtubule systems, where we expect that 

the rigid microtubules will reinforce the actin and if networks 

against large stress. moreover, we will study the dynamic and 

force-generating properties of microtubules that are guided and 

stabilized by connections to a reconstituted actin cortex. 

moreover, we will encapsulate force-generating cytoskeletal 

networks including myosin motors to generate contractility into 

lipid bilayer membranes, thereby mimicking the spatial 

confinement experienced by cytoskeletal systems in living cells. 

We will study the active motor-driven dynamics and out-of-

equilibrium organizational properties of these composites using 

light microscopy techniques and measure the mechanical 
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properties on a micrometer scale using laser tweezer 

micro rheology. We will also develop theoretical tools to study the 

interplay between these cellular subsystems, which often leads 

to multi-scale problems both in time and space. With these tools 

we will study functional interactions in networks of microtubules 

and actin filaments and their behavior under spatial 

confinement on a cellular scale. We will also study the 

interactions at the interface between the cortical microtubule 

network and mobile cellulose microfibril synthesizing 

complexes, in an attempt to unravel the mechanism by which 

cell walls in plants are constructed.

2. Mechano-chemical regulation and mechano-sensing

Groups involved: G. Koenderink, Dogterom

forces generated by dynamic cytoskeletal systems are essential 

in driving many of the complex mechanical functions of cells. in 

turn, forces generated inside cells have a direct regulatory effect 

on cytoskeletal dynamics, which in addition depend on the 

activity of many regulatory proteins that are associated with the 

cytoskeleton. We aim to understand this combined regulation by 

force and regulatory proteins of cytoskeletal systems at different 

levels of complexity. at the level of individual microtubules we 

will focus on obtaining a quantitative understanding of the 

combined effect that force and regulatory proteins have on 

microtubule dynamics and structure. in this study we will use 

optical tweezers, microfabrication techniques, and protein 

activities that can be reconstituted in vitro. on the cellular level, 

the cytoskeleton responds sensitively to changes in the 

extracellular environment, including biochemical signals and 

mechanical changes in the extracellular matrix. We aim to 

unravel the mechanisms by which cells sense matrix rigidity and 

respond to it by studying reconstituted tissues: we will embed 

cells in collagen-based matrices of controlled composition and 

stiffness that mimic the native tissue microenvironment. We will 

furthermore study how cytoskeletal forces can be transmitted 

from inside vesicles to polymer networks in which these vesicles 

are embedded in an attempt to mimic cellular force 

transmission. it is increasingly recognized that cellular functions 

such as metabolism and differentiation depend critically on cell/

matrix interactions. our work may therefore contribute to a 

better mechanistic understanding of pathologies involving 

changes in tissue mechanics, ranging from scar formation to 

cancer. 
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3. Diffusion and active transport in regulatory networks

Groups involved: Ten Wolde, Dogterom, Shimizu 

signaling components in regulatory networks are usually not 

distributed homogenously throughout the cell. to understand 

the dynamic properties of signaling networks it is therefore 

essential to understand the mechanisms by which components 

are (actively) distributed through the cells to create asymmetric 

or polarized activity patterns. in prokaryotic cells, where 

diffusion plays a strong role, we will address how diffusive 

movements of single molecules are restricted and/or regulated 

by macromolecular assemblies such as large, membrane-

associated signaling complexes. While it is clear that diffusion is 

an important mechanism of transport for signaling components 

also in eukaryotic cells, there are many examples in which active, 

linear transport along cytoskeletal polymers (in combination 

with diffusion) is involved. We aim to establish the minimal 

mechanisms that lie at the basis of the cytoskeleton-based 

spatial organization of signaling networks in cells. to that end we 

will combine the set of in vitro tools that we have developed over 

the years to attempt the reconstitution of asymmetric protein 

patterns that are found for example in linearly growing fission 

yeast cells. these experiments will be combined with 

experiments in living cells to obtain relevant dynamic 

parameters, using, where appropriate, single-molecule/super-

resolution imaging techniques (see below under Dynamics of 

signal transmission). in addition, we will develop new computa-

tional tools to study the combined effects of 3D diffusion and 

linear transport on the functioning of biological networks. this 

will be applied to both active cytoskeletal transport, and to 1D 

diffusion along the Dna in gene regulatory networks. in addition, 

we aim to elucidate the role of protein clustering in the 

membrane, involving 2D diffusion, in controlling signal 

transduction. 

4. Dynamics of signal transmission 

Groups involved: Tans, ten Wolde, Shimizu

the fidelity of cellular signal transmission is known to be limited 

by fluctuations in protein number. our aim is to uncover 

principles that cells exploit to faithfully transmit signals and 

respond to their complex environment. one central unaddressed 

question is how fluctuations transmit through metabolic 

networks and affect the system as a whole. We will address this 

issue by measuring the cross-correlation between fluctuations in 

essential genes responsible for the initial metabolic steps and 

fluctuations in the cellular growth rate, using novel single cell 

techniques and image analysis methods. in order to arrive at a 

molecular description of signal transmission, we will develop 

new imaging methods to characterize the movement of single 

molecules in live cells, using bacterial chemotaxis as a model 

system. the förster resonant energy transfer (fret) technique 

we currently employ is a powerful tool to study signal 

transmission, but it is limited by its dependence on the relative 

distance and orientation between gfp-labels, thus requiring a 

trial-and-error identification of useful fret pairs. We will 

therefore develop novel strategies based on state-of-the-art 

superresolution microscopy (photo-activated localization 

microscopy, palm, and/or stochastic optical reconstruction 

microscopy, storm) and stroboscopic imaging techniques. We 

will also investigate the intriguing ability of cells to multiplex 

biochemical signals: they can transmit different signals through 

one and the same signal transduction pathway, and yet respond 

specifically. How cells achieve signaling specificity in these 

systems is a wide open question. to address this question, we 

will apply theoretical and numerical techniques from statistical 

physics and from the theory of information processing.

5. Evolutionary design of regulatory networks

Groups involved: Tans, Shimizu, ten Wolde

living systems may exploit different architectures in their 

regulatory networks to achieve a signaling function. Whether 

naturally occurring architectures perform optimally, or are 

constrained in their evolutionary adaptation remains an open 

question. using bacterial chemotaxis as a model system, we will 

apply fret and microfluidics to determine how network 

architecture affects the signaling dynamics, and in turn, the 

behavioral performance of cells. We will investigate both 

naturally occurring strains of bacteria, whose designs have come 

about by evolution, and laboratory strains whose designs we are 

able to genetically engineer in the laboratory. We aim to elucidate 
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the design principles that govern performance by theoretical 

modeling and comparative analysis of the data. We will study 

how the architecture of biological systems affects their evolution, 

using small synthetic networks as model systems. the process of 

evolutionary innovation is typically studied by genome analysis 

or experimental evolution assays, which offer limited insight into 

causal factors. it is the premise of this work that biological 

architecture, as defined for instance by a network topology or 

structural relation between components, offer predictive insight 

into the mode of evolution. our approach is to reconstruct 

libraries of genetic variants, and to quantify their signaling 

behavior using fluorescence assays, as well as fitness in variable 

environments by facs-based competition assays. We will unravel 

how network topology informs on constraint, and aim to 

demonstrate the presence of multiple fitness peaks leading to 

evolutionary stasis. 

6. Differentiation and development

Groups involved: Ten Wolde, Mulder

in addition to signaling pathways inside individual cells, many 

important biological functions depend on signaling between 

multiple cells. the field of quantitative developmental biology 

addresses the mechanisms involved in the growth, division, 

differentiation and motion of cells, in response to intercellular 

signaling and intracellular processing. using analytical and 

computational tools, we will study the formation of the anterior-

posterior axis during embryonic development in Drosophila and 

patterns of secondary organ formation in roots of plants. 

many biochemical networks are multi-stable, with rare switching 

events between them. While rare-event simulation techniques 

developed so far, including forward-flux sampling (ffs), can only 

handle switching events in stationary systems, biological 

systems are typically not in steady state. cell differentiation and 

the cell cycle, for example, typically involve a succession of rare 

switching events. We plan to extend ffs such that it also allows 

the efficient simulation of rare events in non-stationary systems, 

opening up the possibility to tackle a whole new class of 

problems, not only in biology, but also in soft-condensed matter 

physics. We will apply the technique to cell differentiation and 

the cell cycle. 
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